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In our continuing efforts to bring the world to our community through 
film, the TIFF has formed the Tiburon Film Society to bring you films 

from all over the world.

For more information please contact us by e-mail or phone at:
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com   •   415.381.4123

 Welcome to the 7th Annual Tiburon International Film Festival (TIFF), featuring a 2008 line-up of films dedicated to the spirit of 
independent film.  TIFF is a celebration of global cinema, a transcendence of life into art that brings the world to its community in the greater 
Bay Area and beyond.
 Film is the most powerful medium of expression; one that may allow us to gain a greater understanding of one another and our 
shared humanity. The films in this program are both serious and light-hearted, but all provide a window to the world, allowing us to explore 
those distant places of struggle, strife, and laughter with our global neighbors.
 Please join us, as nations unite during this nine-day event.

– Saeed Shafa, Founder & Executive Director
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Tickets are available on the TIFF 
website, at the TIFF office, or at the 
box office on the day of your film.

TIFF office located at:
1680 Tiburon Blvd | Tiburon, CA

interested in volunteering with tiff?
contact us for more information

volunteers@tiburonfilmfestival.com or 415.381.4123

The Tiburon International Film Festival is a registered 
501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
All donations are tax deductible.
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23 luxurious guestrooms with fireplaces, including two with unobstructed San Francisco views
Most rooms feature private balconies and water views

Meeting room with catering available for up to 35 people

25 Main Street,Tiburon, CA 94920 • Phone: 415.789.5999 • Reservations: 877.789.5999 • marinhotels.com
The Waters Edge Hotel is a distinctive Joie de Vivre Hotel. Join the Joy of Life Club and receive unique rewards. jdvhotels.com

Premier Sponsor of the
2008 Tiburon International Film Festival

Inspired by Eastern seaboard architecture and the exotic merchant trade
of the San Francisco Bay
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“Understanding the World Through Film”®

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com Program overview

SPECIAL PANEL DISCUSSIONS
TIFF this year is proud to present three exciting 
panel discussions dealing the with the art of 
filmmaking and its impact on the world. The 
three panels are Hal Hickel & The Pirates of the 
Caribbean Trilogy, New Technologies for Acquisition 
& Distribution, and Film, Politics & Culture: How 
Films Shape Political Beliefs. Each panel features 
distinguished special guests from various facets of 
the film industry that bring expertise and opinion 
about the art form they have devoted their lives to.

TRIBUTES
The Seventh Annual TIFF will 
present three tributes: John 
Wayne (John Ford / John Wayne: 
The Filmmaker & The Legend, 
The Searchers), Blake Edwards 
(The Pink Panther Strikes Again) 

and Bob Rafelson (Five Easy 
Pieces). Special guest, Joseph 

McBride, a cinema historian and authority on film, 
will introduce and lead a discussion during the 
tribute to John Wayne.

MARIN FILMMAKERS
Back again is TIFF’s original and exclusive Marin 
Filmmakers program, 
featuring fine films 
from some of the best 
independent filmmakers 
our own backyard has 
to offer. Tickets for 
these shows go fast, so be sure to get yours early as 

we enjoy films from local residents Jeffrey Schwartz 
(Spine Tingler! The William Castle Story), Norm 
Hunter (Her Best Move), and Steve Gatlin (Covert 
Coins). This program is always a great time and is 
quickly becoming a well known Marin tradition.

ANIMATED WORLD
The TIFF continues its traditon of 
presenting wonderful animation 
by independent filmmakers with a 
collection of some of the finest and 
most innovative animation work in 

the industry today.

SPOTLIGHT ON BRAZILIAN CINEMA
TIFF’s annual spotlight on one region’s cinema 
this year takes us to Brazil. The TIFF is proud to 
present a total of ten 
films from Brazil in 
this year’s spotlight. 
The films include 
two of Brazilian 
cinema’s classics by 
Glauber Rocha:  Black God, White Devil and Earth 
Entranced.  Four other feature films (After That Ball, 
Drained, Not By Chance, The Samba Poet) and 
three short films (Paired Off, Pixinguinha, Rhapsody 
of the Absurd) round out the wonderful collection of 
films.

CINEMA FOR THE AGES
Adding to our tradition of presenting film programs 
for the young, or young at heart, TIFF this year 

introduces a set of film programs aimed at those 
of all ages. Cinema for the ages includes films for 
children, teens, and those at the other end of the 
age spectrum. Check page 10 for full details.

MUSIC & DANCE
TIFF has this year collected a 
significant number of films covering 
many genres of both music and 
dance. Some are music videos, 
while others are a demonstration of 
a style of dance, but they all will 
thoroughly entertain.

WAR FILMS
TIFF once again has put together a collection of 
films dealing with the continuing conflicts around 
the world. These films aim to present a view into the 
lives of soldiers and civilians that find themselves in 
the middle of the strife.

ALL ABOUT SPORTS
TIFF continues its tradition of gathering intriguing 
and beautifully shot sports films. Baseball, 
soccer, rowing, motorcycle racing, skateboarding, 
snowboarding and 
surfing take center 
stage at this year’s 
festival as part of 
our robust sports 
film offering. A nice 
mix of narrative, 
documentary films, and even an animated short 
make up this fantastic and thrilling collection of films.

John Wayne

It’s a motto that guides the TIFF.  It’s thoughtful, but encapsulates that which we hope to accomplish each year in bringing 
the best of independent film from around the world to the greater Bay Area community.  Film as a medium never tires, 

as there are always new filmmakers with fresh ideas to push the art form forward.  TIFF continuously strives to mine for 
these new talents and bring them to the fore by way of our festival.  To that end, TIFF is committed to its mission as a true 

independent film festival, focused on enriching the community with the works of amazing filmmakers the world over.

Covert Coins (Steve Gatlin)

Official Festival Sponsor

RENTALS, SALES, AND SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR WALKIE NEEDS
800-400-5705

www.walkietalkie.com

 

Black God, White Devil

The Rain

Heart of a Soul Surfer

Fetch
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Opening Night
Film & Gala Event

Thursday  •  March 13

Film
7 pm  •  playhouse TheaTer

Twins For PresidenT
2007 • spain • Comedy • 93 min • page 35

director Miguel Angel calvo buttini (in person)
starring Andoni Gracia, Txema blasco, María 

Galiana, Merce llorens, Teresa Gimpera

Gala Event
Doors open 8:30 pm  •  CorInThIan yaChT Club
FoRMAl ATTIRE REquIREd

Featuring:
live Music & Entertainment featuring a Hungarian Folk Ensemble
Food from local restaurants & Cocktails

Closing Night
Celebration & Awards Ceremony

Friday  •  March 21  •  7:30 pm
Corinthian Yacht Club

Don’t miss the 
Exclusive Golden Reel Award Ceremony

Food from Local Restaurants & Cocktails

2008 TIFF Raffle

Live Music 
and 
Entertainment
featuring a 
Hawaiian Dance Group

Visit TiburonFilmFestival.com or stop by the TIFF office for pricing and other info about all TIFF events

HAL HICKEL & THE PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN TRILOGY
Sunday  •  March 16  •  2:30 pm  •  Tiburon Playhouse Theater  •  $10 / Studenst $7

Hal Hickel, visual effects animator for Industrial light & Magic (IlM) and Academy Award® winner for Pirates of the 
Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest, will conduct this special presentation on the Pirates of the Caribbean series, and how 
the visual effects create a new world for the audiences.

Hal Hickel has been the Animation Supervisor at IlM for the entire Pirates trilogy.  His animation credits as an anima-
tor, animation director or animation supervisor also include Star Wars: Episode I, Star Wars: Episode II, and he is 
currently working on the 2008 release, Iron Man, starring Robert downey, Jr. and directed by Jon Favreau.Hal Hickel

FILM, POLITICS & CULTURE:  HOW FILMS SHAPE POLITICAL BELIEFS
Sunday  •  March 16  •  3 pm  •  The Lodge at Tiburon  •  Free Admission

Join us for this enlightening look at the interplay of film, politics and culture as our panelists explore the impact of 
film in our world.

The esteemed panelists for this event include Miguel Angel Calvo Buttini (director, Twins for President, the Opening 
Film of the 2008 TIFF; see above), Rush Rehm (Professor of drama and Classics at Stanford 
university), and Matt Hader (writer and producer).Matt HaderMiguel Angel 

Calvo Buttini

NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR ACQUISITION & DISTRIBUTION
Sunday  •  March 16  •  1 pm  •  GEORGE LUCAS THEATER AT KERNER OPTICAL*  •  $10 / Students Free w/RSVP

This unique panel will include discussion about the future of action movies on the big screen (Stereoscopic Projection), the future of the home theater (Stereo-
scopic Television), the future of truly independent distribution via the Internet, and the future of digital acquisition for independent filmmakers (Tapeless Cameras). 
Panel:  bradley nelson (Chief Technology officer, Kerner optical), Jody Eldred (Emmy® Award Winning Filmmaker), Adrian belic (Academy Award Nominee – Genghis Blues), 
rob nilsson (Bay Area Filmmaker), Ted Schilowitz (Red digital Cinema), Mitchell linden (Vice President of Business development, Reality digital)

Moderator:  robert render Harrison (Independent Producer, Photographer, Steadicam operator, and Writer for Movie Making Magazines)

*The George Lucas Theater at Kerner Optical is located at 90 Windard Way, San Rafael, CA

Don’t miss these amazing panel discussions during the 2008 TIFF

Rush Rehm
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PREMIERE SPONSOR
OF THE

TIBURON INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

C E L E B R A T E S

The 7th Annual

Tiburon International
Film Festival

S UR F
S U Nthe

Searchable: Movie Screener
Local Restaurants & Events Listings

Weekly Open Home Guide 
Best of Marin & Past Issue Archives

www.pacificsun.com

Pacific Sun

Visit historic

TIBURON

Just north of San Francisco 
and right on the Bay.
Open all year!
415.435.5633

www.tiburonchamber.org

DON’T MISS SAM’S EXCLUSIVE

MEET THE FILMMAKERS NIGHT!
with Cocktails, Appetizers, and Entertainment

FRIDAY  •  MARCH 14  •  6 PM  •  $25

Join us all week before or after your movie!

27 MAIn StReet   •   415-435-4527   •   www.SAMSCAFe.CoM
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MARIN FILMMAKERS
All filmmakers to be in person for the screenings

Covert Coins

2007  •  7 min  •  Drama  •  pg. 39
directed by Steve Gatlin

Monday // March 17 // 7:10 pm( )
Spine Tingler!

The William Castle Story
Her Best Move

2007 • 80 min • Documentary • pg. 34
directed by Jeffrey Schwarz

Tuesday // March 18 // 7:40 pm

2007  •  102 min  •  Drama  •  pg. 25
directed by norm Hunter

Monday // March 17 // 7:10 pm( ) ( )

TIFF’s Signature 
Program is back with 
these fantastic 
selections

Chronicling the World’s Conflicts

The Films (from left): American Soldier (US/3 min/page 37); Iraqi Kurdistan (Iraq/US/12 min/page 41); The Italian 
Doctor (Denmark/Afghanistan/28 min/page 41); Kabul Transit (Afghanistan/US/84 min/page 28); The Letter (Canada/

Russia/15 min/page 42); Twenty (US/8 min/page 47); View From a Grain of Sand (Afghanistan/82 min/page 35)

TIFF’s ongoing look at the world’s 
continuing conflicts

The Films (from left): Bad Boys of Summer (US/76 min/page 20); Down the Barrel (US/93 min/page 23); Fully Flared 
(US/90 min/page 25); Heart of a Soul Surfer (US/32 min/page 40); Lines (US/85 min/page 29); The Lost Wave: An 
African Surf Story (US/59 min/page 29); Motodrom (Germany/9 min/page 43); Nothing But the Truth (US/80 min/

page 31); Row Hard, No Excuses (US/88 min/page 33); Sports and Diversions (US/4 min/page 46)

All About Sports This diverse group of sports films offers breathtaking and stunning footage, 
and some interesting, and oherwise unheard-of stories
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© 2007-2008 Frank Howard Allen. All rights reserved. ‘Love where you live’ is a service mark of Frank Howard Allen.

One of the finest luxuries in life is artistic expression through film. We proudly support and celebrate the Tiburon  
International Film Festival’s 7th year of bringing the best of Independent Films to the greater Bay Area. The TIFF continues 
to enrich our lives and the communities where we work and live. Warm regards and many thanks to all those who make 
the TIFF such a success each year. 

BRAVO! 

Frank Howard Allen Realtors is an exclusive affiliate of Luxury Portfolio™

— the leading luxury property network in the world.

fhallen.com

Love where you live sm

Frank Howard Allen — Tiburon

415.435.1000

Golda Boeck Linda Brown Emy Cosio-Barron Jean Cromwell Buddy DeBruyn Carolyn Hansen

Luan Kimmerle Maryam Loiacono Diana Martinetto

Matt Masson JoAnn McCullough Stephanie Rice Bill Smith Sally Spencer Brent Thomson Marie Whitermore

Janet Williamson

Tom Loew

Mary Ann Young

Christa Hertzka

Ann Green

Elizabeth Kilgore Mark Lomas

Kirsten Wolfe
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Cinema for the Ages
((Films for the young or young at heart))

Seniors Shorts Program

The Films (from left): Along Came the Rain (Chile/13 min/page 37); Grandma (Singapore/14 min/page 40); I Hate Mu-
sicals (US/20 min/page 41); Justin’s Lot (US/8 min/page 42); Mortals (US/15 min/page 43); 

Spring Break (Germany/30 min/page 46)

Mon  •  March 17  •  5 pm  •  Playhouse

Other Age Appropriate Selections

The Films (from left): Apple (Sweden/6 min/page 37); Bombay Skies (India/US/22 min/page 38); Colours (Singapore/9 
min/page 38); Escape from the Fire (US/13 min/page 39); For a Few Marbles More (Netherlands/11 min/page 40); 

The Intruder (Sweden/10 min/page 41); Make a Wish (Palestine/12 min/page 42); New Boy (Ireland/11 min/page 43); 
Paul’s Grandpa (Germany/20 min/page 44); Playground (Australia/21 min/page 44); The Shade (Iran/Canada/11 min/

page 46); Truck Stop Grill (Germany/6 min/page 47); The Vaudevillian (US/17 min/page 48); 
Wing, The Fish That Talked Back (Netherlands/13 min/page 48)

The Flyboys
2008  •  118 min  •  page 24

directed by rocco Devilliers( )
Greetings From the Shore

2007  •  118 min  •  page 25
directed by Greg chwerchak( )

Her Best Move
2007  •  102 min  •  page 25
directed by norm Hunter( )

Just Like the Son
2006  •  86 min  •  page 28

directed by Morgan J. Freeman( )
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get the newskin glow

not just for movie stars ... our 

gentle pulsed light restores your 

skin’s brightness and tone.  we 

vanish lines with dermal fillers and 

banish wrinkles, too.  life is more 

glamorous at newskin clinic.

luxuriously located in the sanctuary 

day spa at Bay Club Marin, Corte 

Madera Town Center. 

Complimentary MD consultation

415.945.9555

 newskinclinic.com

Not only for movie stars: Private 

spa setting, medical experts. 

Smooth out stress and age lines 

with Botox. Get right-now luscious 

wrinkle and lip plumping with 

dermal fillers, to last past summer. 

And don’t be dull.  Our gentle 

pulsed light restores your sparkle.

sanctuary day spa, Bay Club Marin

Complimentary MD consultation

415.945.9555
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Showing more independent films 
than any other public television 

station in the country

Truly CA   Independent Lens   POV   ImageMakers

A Service of Northern California Public Broadcasting

www.kqed.org

MONTCLAIR RUG GALLERY Since 1987

20th Anniversary Sale

Specializing in stylish 
& contemporary rugs from:
Pakistan, India; decorative, tribal,
antique & new rugs from Persia

All sizes, including oversize.
SELECTED RUGS ON SALE.

Handwashing, restoration 
& repair services available

2084 Mountain Blvd, Oakland (510) 339-2472
Open Mon-Sat, 10-6, Sun by appointment

Special Notes:

Advertiser:  Ginza Sushi Run Date: 12.19.07

Size(s):   2 x 3  /  BW

Company Name: 
If different from Advertiser

Ad Created: 12.14.07

Revised: 

Prior Run Date: 

Ad Rep:    PT

•
Lunch: Noon-2:30 p.m.
Dinner: 5:30-9:30 p.m.

To Go, Party Trays  
& Catering Available

41 Main Street, Tiburon
Ph: 789-5123    Fax: 789-5981
www.ginzasushi-tiburon.com
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Think of us 
as your very 
own special 

effects 
department.

We see the Whole You

1751 Tiburon Blvd, Tiburon, CA 94920
415 435 1800 

www.thegymtiburon.com
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The Tiburon International Film Festival is proud to present this wonderful collection of ten Brazilian films representing both the past and the present 
with two classic films by Glauber Rocha along with some of the brightest independent productions the country has to offer.

After That Ball
2005  •  108 min  •  page 19

directed by roberto bomtempo( )
Black God, White Devil

1964  •  120 min  •  page 21
directed by Glauber rocha( )

Dotcom
2007  •  103 min  •  page 23

directed by luis Galvao Teles( )
Drained

2006  •  105 min  •  page 23
directed by Heitor Dhalia( )

Earth Entranced
1967  •  115 min  •  page 23
directed by Glauber rocha( )

Not By Chance
2007  •  95 min  •  page 31

directed by Philippe barcinski( )
Paired Off

2006  •  18 min  •  page 44
directed by Esmir Filho( )

Pixinguinha
2006  •  10 min  •  page 44

directed by Thomas Farkas( )
Rhapsody of the Absurd

2006  •  15 min  •  page 45
directed by claudia nunes( )

The Samba Poet
2006  •  99 min  •  page 33

directed by ricardo van Steen( )

SPOTLIGHT ON

BRAZILIAN CINEMA

Enjoy exquisite Italian food in the trattoria & bar.
Celebrate your special events in the bellavista room.

9 main street, tiburon ~ 435-2676
upstairs bellavista room ~ 435-4076

www.servino.com

Servino Ristorante is the proud host of 
TIFF’s Official Wrap Party

Thursday, March 20  •  7-10 pm  •  $20
Live Entertainment, Food, and Drinks

reservation line:  415-435-6300
5 main street, tiburon

www.guaymasrestaurant.com

GuAyMAS And TIFF InvITE you 
TO cOme ParTy WITh us

Saturday, March 15  •  7-10 pm  •  $25
Live Entertainment, Food, and Drinks

9 main street, tiburon ~ 435-2676
upstairs bellavista room ~ 435-4076

www.servino.com
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Tiburon’s Long-Time Favorite Since 1970
Home of the Famous 
“Pacific Crab Stack”

 38 Main Street 
 415.435.1911

Ron & Junella 
 

world of animation

The Films (from left): Abridged (US/page 37); The Bellringer (Switzerland/page 38); Fetch (UK/page 39); 
For the Masses (US/page 40); Hold the Mustard (Canada/page 40); Hungry For Love (UK/page 40); 

The Intruder (US/page 41); Last Time in Clerkenwell (US/page 42); Lavatory-Lovestory (Russia/page 42); 
Mirage (US/page 43); One Night in a City (Czech Republic/page 31); River Movie (Senegal/France/page 32); 
Shut Eye Hotel (US/page 46); Simulacra (US/Thailand/page 46); Sweet & Sour (Australia/China/page 47); 

The Toll (US/page 47); Veterinarian (Latvia/page 48); Zoologic (US/page 48)
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Jim Allen, President
We are a property management

company in business since 1889. 
We maintain our units to a high standard 
and provide quick service to all requests.

Belvedere Land Company
83 Beach Road • Belvedere, CA 

(415) 435-4525

A family owned business for three generations.

BELVEDERE LAND COMPANY

Metromint’s all natural combination of pure water and real  
mint has a unique cooling sensation that relieves your thirst  
and revives your soul. No sweeteners. No calories. No  
preservatives. Just mintwater, pure and simple. Available  
in original Peppermint, subtle Spearmint, and new tangy  
Lemonmint and citrusy Orangemint. 

www.metromint.com
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“After 40 years in the business I love 
(12 at the same location) I’m retiring.”

Taghi Rezaian, Monarch Interiors

MONARCH INTERIORS

S
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“Who’s that handsome young 
man with all the hair?
Why, that’s me at 28 by my 
Mill Valley store.”

“Not really older. Just wiser. 
With a little less hair. Look at 
my beautiful showroom! 
Three floors of fine rugs.”

MONARCH INTERIORS
199 Petaluma Blvd. North, Petaluma

(Take 101 to the East Washington St. exit, then west)

707-769-3092Open Daily 10am – 6pm www.monarchinteriors.com

“We’re rolling the credits after 40 years.”

PLAN FOR TOMORROW WITH 
A COMPANY YOU CAN TRUST

To learn more about our many products and 
services, contact your AIG American General 
representative:

Planning for a secure fi nancial future takes time, 
careful decision-making and the help of a company  
you can trust. American General Life Insurance 
Company (American General Life) is a member 
company of American International Group, Inc. (AIG), 
the world’s largest insurance organization. American 
General Life consistently receives high marks from 
the independent rating agencies that monitor the 
fi nancial strength of insurance companies. We offer 
many products and services to help you build a solid 
fi nancial plan, including:

• Life Insurance
• Annuities
• Accident & Health Products

AIG American General is the marketing name for the insurance companies and affi liates of 
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) which comprise its Domestic Life Insurance Operations 
including American General Life Insurance Company. 

Policies, annuities and riders are issued by American General Life Insurance Company 
(American General Life) and are not available in all states. 

        American General Life is responsible for its own fi nancial condition, contractual obligations, 
underwriting risks and support functions. 

American General Life does not solicit business in the state of New York. 
Visit www.aigag.com.

Policies issued by:

American General Life Insurance Company
A member company of American International Group, Inc.

2727-A Allen Parkway, Houston, Texas  77019

© 2007 American International Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

AGLC102367

Mike Hadipour 
  
7 Port Smouth Drive 
Novato, CA 94949 
Tel: 415.710.4162 
  
Email: MikeH@EIBwebsite.com 
Website: www.EIAwebsite.com 
  
License #0B77872

Bob Nadjibi, DDS
• Family and Cosmetic Dentistry
• Dental Implants
• Invisalign

81 Casa Buena Drive, Suite 1
Corte Madera, CA 94925

415.924.4760

1690 Tiburon Blvd
Tiburon, CA 94920

415.435.3050

www.MarinDentistry.com

PDF created with pdfFactory trial version www.pdffactory.com

Gregory R. Shaughnessy
Attorney At Law

www.grs- law.com

55 Main Street
Tiburon, cA 94920
grs@grs-law.com

Tel. 415.435.2409
Fax 415.435.2459
cell 415.307.7616

Educational Therapist

aEDuCATiONAL THERAPy        aASSESSMENT
aTuTORiNG       aACADEMiC SuPPORT

m a r i s a b a l l @ y a h o o . c o m

Marisa J. Ball, M. Ed.
“Paving the Way to Your Child’s Success”

Try our Brand new approach To Buying rugs aT

www.rugjones.com

THE
GOLDMAN

LAW FIRM
www.goldmanlawfirm.net

Ronald P. Goldman
attoRney at law

PaRtneR

meRchant Bank BuildinG

55 main StReet

tiBuRon ca 94920
t:  415.435.5500
F:  415.435.5156

SnakeBit@GoldmanlawFiRm.net
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Blake edwards
Blake Edwards – film director, screenwriter, and producer – began his career as an actor and script-writer. His early career 
as a script-writer was for radio, where his hard-boiled private detective scripts for Richard Diamond, Private Detective be-
came NBC’s answer to Sam Spade and Philip Marlowe. Edwards also created, wrote and directed the 1959 TV series Peter 
Gunn, with music by Henry Mancini with whom Edwards continued to work in his film career.

In 2004 Edwards received an Academy® Honorary Award for cumulative achievements over the course of his film career.

His most popular films have been comedies, with the alcoholism-themed melodrama Days of Wine and Roses being a 
notable exception. His most fruitful film collaboration was with Peter Sellers in the Pink Panther movies. He was portrayed 
by John lithgow in the film The Life and Death of Peter Sellers, documenting  Sellers’ life and his friendship with Edwards.

He is married to Julie Andrews, who appeared in a number of his films including Darling Lili, 10, Victor/Victoria and the 
autobiographical satire S.O.B., in which Andrews played a character who was a caricature of herself.

The Pink Panther Strikes Again // pg 32 // Sat • March 15 • 5:00 pm

John Wayne

John Ford / John Wayne: The Filmmaker & The Legend // pg 27 // Sat • March 15 • 12:45 pm
The Searchers // pg 33 // Sun • March 16 • 4:45 pm

John “duke” Wayne (1907-1979) began his career as a prop boy, stuntman and extra in the mid-1920s before making his 
feature film debut in 1930. quickly working his way up from bit player to leading man, he went on to star in almost 180 films 
over the course of his career and win a Best Actor oscar in 1969. He played everything from football coaches to sailors, but 

his roles in westerns and war films came to define his screen persona, and are what he is best remembered for today.

He first attracted the attention of John Ford while working as a prop boy. Beginning with Mother Machree (1928), Ford 
directed him in fourteen films over the years, including Stagecoach (1939), The Long Voyage (1940), The Quiet Man (1952), 

and The Searchers (1956). A father-son relationship developed between them that endured until Ford’s death in 1973.

of all the tributes to John Wayne, perhaps the most fitting was Vincent Canby’s in The New York Times: “Mr. Wayne’s ex-
traordinary physique, along with his particular grace of movement and self-assurance of style, gave weight to minor movies 

and certified the authenticity of the great ones, to such an extent that we eventually came to see the myth as the man.”

Showing at TIFF:

Showing at TIFF:

John Wayne’s family will be present for this special tribute to the legend

Blake Edwards will be in attendance for his tribute

Sponsored by Enterprise Events Group

Bob Rafelson has been considered one of the kings of independent film from the late 1960s and early 1970s, having been 
involved in the making of Easy Rider and Five Easy Pieces, among other films. He began his career in television and shortly 

thereafter started his own company which went on to create and produce the original Monkees, whose television show and 
pop recordings garnered phenomenal international success, including the Emmy® for Best Television Show.

Rafelson made his feature film directorial debut with Head, long considered a cult classic. The film, starring the Monkees, 
which he also produced, marked his first professional collaboration with Jack Nicholson, with whom he wrote the screenplay.

He is best known as the director of the 1970 classic film, Five Easy Pieces, starring Jack Nicholson, which he also co-wrote 
and co-produced. The film, considered one of the most important films in the history of cinema, was nominated for four Acad-

emy® Awards, including Best Picture, Best original Screenplay, Best Actor (Nicholson) and Best Supporting Actress (Karen 
Black). Rafelson was honored by the New York Film Critics as the Best director of the Year.

Showing at TIFF:

Bob Rafelson will be in attendance for his tribute

BoB rafelsonSponsored by wattle creek winery

Five Easy Pieces // pg 24 // Fri • March 14 • 7:25 pm
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Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:15 PM
Roberto Bomtempo & Irene Ravache in person

2005  •  brazil  •  108 min  •  Drama
director roberto bomtempo  ::  starring lima Duarte, 
Irene ravache, Marcos caruso, Ingrid Guimarães, 
regina Sampaio, chico Pelúcio
In a village of simple and well-taken care of houses in 
Belo Horizonte, dóris, an exuberant, sensual widow and 
refined cook, offers a service of pension (dinner), helped 
by Bete, her niece that came from the countryside to 
study. Among her usual customers are Freitas and 
otávio. These two men in their sixties find themselves in 
a competition for the beautiful widow’s heart.

After That Ball
US Premiere

Monday, March 17  ::  corinthian  ::  3:00 PM

2006  •  France  •  52 min  •  Documentary
director Jean-Gabriel leynaud

Crossing the Arctic, leaving one shore of the ocean 
and joining up with the other, 100 days later, 2000 km 
farther. This is the story of the couple who walked back 
to the North Pole, returning from 99 days of skiing and 
swimming through the Arctic Ocean. She’s the head of 
a big publishing company and the mother of two young 
children; he’s a filmmaker specializing in documentaries 
shot in the wildest places on earth. Their dream: the 
longest, coldest and hardest of polar expeditions.

Showing with Wake Up World

99 Days on the Ice
West Coast Premiere

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:45 AM

2006  •  Israel/ palestine  •  78 min  •  Documentary
director Ido Haar

In Israel’s occupied territories, thousands of Palestinians 
work illegally as construction laborers. After an arduous 
and dangerous journey, loaded with blankets and bags, 
they cross the hills to the places where they can find 
employment. At night they sleep on the hillcrests in 
improvised huts and coffin-like sleeping cubicles, a stark 
contrast to the luxury apartment complexes they build 
by day. But they have made homes for themselves, 
complete with cozy pillows and even power generated 
by batteries they have scraped together.

Showing with Casa

9 Star Hotel
Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:15 PM

Cristina Kotz Cornejo in person

2007  •  us/argentina  •  98 min  •  Documentary
director cristina Kotz cornejo  ::  starring  Kristen 
González, Ana María colombo, nicolás Meradi, Gy 
Mirano
When tragedy strikes, 16-year-old, América Hart Campos 
is sent to Argentina to live with her anti-American 
grandmother, lucía América. América struggles to find 
her place with a grandmother she has never known and 
to hold onto a friendship with Sergio, a neighbor twice 
her age.

3 Americas
West Coast Premiere

Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:00 PM
Alexandr Gornovsky in person

2007  •  russia  •  90 min  •  Drama
director Alexandr Gornovsky  ::  starring  Maxim 
Sukhanov, Ilya lyubimov, Galina Tyunina, Oskar 
Kuchera
Andrey, a Moscow yuppie, finishes smoking an entire 
pack of cigarettes. With each cigarette, the storm of 
events and conflicts he is involved in becomes more and 
more violent. Confronted with a situation in which his 
professional and personal future is jeopardized, Andrey 
must make the one and only right decision.

20 Cigarettes
US Premiere

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:00 PM

2007  •  China/australia  •  95 min  •  Documentary
directors Zhang Zeming & Paul liu  ::  starring lao 
Zhu, lao Wang, lao Wu, ah-ling, ah liang, ah yun

The extraordinary story of 7 Chinese men and women, 
all of them retired, from different backgrounds who come 
together to form a cycling team. They take an extraordi-
nary journey from the industrial city of lanzhou in north-
west China, across the Tanggula Mountain and Tibetan 
plateau to lhasa and finally to the Everest Base Camp. 
The journey is 3,100 kilometers and takes the cyclists 
across five mountains with altitudes of over 5,200 me-
ters. They eventually realize their long-cherished dream, 
to cross the Roof of the World on bicycles.

Across the Plateau
West Coast Premiere
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Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:15 PM
Anthony Gilmore in person

2007  •  us/Korea/Japan  •  86 min  •  Documentary
director Anthony Gilmore  ::  narrator yunJin Kim

An examination of the enduring legacy of a horrifying 
chapter of history in both Korea and Japan. As the first 
English-language film to tackle such a volatile issue, 
the aim is to focus the world’s attention on an unsettled 
aspect of Japan’s colonial heritage and to educate an 
American public unfamiliar with East Asian history and 
modern society. With first-hand accounts from Korean 
women and Japanese soldiers who lived through the 
nightmare, the film is a candid look into an issue that has 
been ignored for far too long.

Showing with Tiffin

Behind Forgotten Eyes
Northern California Premier

Northern California Premiere
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:00 PM

2007  •  us  •  94 min  •  Comedy
director chris bowman  ::  starring bruce McGill, 
William baldwin, Hubbel Palmer, Kathleen Quinlan, 
Mary lynn rajskub, nick lashaway
The cruelties of childhood can have a devastating 
impact on our lives, but for Tracy orbison, the troubles 
never end; A small town twenty-something grocery store 
employee living at home with his mom, Tracy’s early 
adulthood has been a parade of hilarious failures. When 
Tracy is accepted by a gang of teenagers seeking help 
in their campaign of small town hell-raising, Tracy is 
finally forced to stand up for himself. At once touching 
and funny, this film tenderly reminds us of the difficult 
transition between childhood and becoming an adult.

Showing with Partially True Tales of High Adventure!
No Passes accepted for this film

American Fork
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:40 PM

2007  •  94 min  •  Drama
Croatia/Germany/bosnia & herzagovina

director Ognjen Svilicic :: starring emir hadzihafizbe-
govic, Armin Omerovi, Marie bäumer, Orhan Guner
Ibro, 45, and his only son Armin, 14, from a small town 
in Bosnia, go to a film audition in Zagreb. Armin hopes 
to take part in a German production about the war in 
Bosnia. Ibro wants him to have a chance to fulfill his 
dream. on their way, Ibro shows off his son’s talents. 
Armin is, of course, very embarrassed. Their goal seems 
so close, but the first disappointment comes when 
their bus breaks down, then they arrive too late for the 
audition. Ibro convinces the producers to give Armin a 
second chance, but more disappointment is to come.

Showing with Salim Baba

Armin
Northern California Premiere

Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:00 PM

2007  •  romania  •  98 min  •  Drama
director radu Gabrea :: starring David Zimmerschied, 
Alicja bachleda, Werner Prinz, Florian brückner, 
Marion Mitterhammer
A moving coming of age story in a time of extreme 
change: In 1944 in a small city in Romania, the 16-year-
old Felix awaits his classmates for their traditional 
school graduation. However, this very day the kingdom 
of Romania takes leave of its ally of many years - Nazi 
Germany. It is a great story of young people’s blindness 
to the rise of Fascism, the destruction of bourgeois 
values, a first love and shattered friendships.

Showing with Last Day of December

The Beheaded Rooster
US Premiere

Sponsored by Yelp
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:20 PM

Loren Mendell & Tiller Russell in person

2007  •  us  •  76 min  •  Documentary
director loren Mendell & Tiller russell :: starring Earl 
Smith, chris rich, Israel Amos, David Miller, bobo T. 
Fuimaono, Michael bjorlin, Ione rich, Tim rich
Guards with semi-automatic assault rifles pace before 
the razor wire. Their eyes are trained on the men below: 
gangbangers, thieves, and murderers who converge 
on a dusty diamond inside the yard.  A man who killed 
his wife stands on the pitcher’s mound. A jailhouse 
gladiator squats behind the plate. A dope dealer turned 
preacherman coaches from the dugout. Behind the 
backstop, the Aryan Brotherhood, the Nuestra Familia 
and the Crips and Bloods look on.

Showing with Gandhi at the Bat

Bad Boys of Summer

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:00 PM
Nick Redman in person

2007  •  us  •  93 min  •  Documentary
director nick redman :: starring Peter Fonda, Joseph 
Mcbride, Darryl F. Zanuck, rudy behlmer, Janet 
bergstrom, James D’Arc, lem Dobbs
John Ford is considered by many to be one of the greatest 
filmmakers of all time. His sphere of influence touched 
contemporaries like Ingmar Bergman and Orson Welles; 
as well as the likes of George lucas, Martin Scorsese 
and Steven Spielberg. For much of his early career, 
Ford’s home was Twentieth Century Fox where he made 
more than 50 films from 1920 through 1952, including 
such classics as The Grapes of Wrath and My Darling 
Clementine. It was one of the most productive director/
studio relationships in the history of American film.

Becoming John Ford
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Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

2007  •  Turkey  •  105 min  •  Drama
director Abdullah Oguz :: starring Özgü namal, Murat 
Han, Talat bulut

Seventeen-year-old Meryem is found desolated and 
unconscious by a lake. Her family thinks she has willingly 
had her chastity corrupted, and decides to kill her by the 
necessity of customs. The task of killing her is given to 
her close relative Cemal, who sets out to Istanbul with 
Meryem. Cemal, however, cannot bring himself to do it 
when he begins to fall in love. Meanwhile, a well-known 
Professor of Sociology, Irfan Kurudal, leaves his life in 
Istanbul to escape his identity crisis. The paths of the 
three cross, and a journey of self-discovery begins.

Bliss
West Coast Premiere

Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:00 PM

2007  •  us  •  93 min  •  Documentary
director Jon reiss :: starring cornbread, Taki 183, 
Pose 2, Shepard Fairey, Os Gemeos, revok, Mear 1, 
Zephyr, Tracy 168, Stay High 149, KrS-One, cope 2
A guerilla look at contemporary graffiti around the globe, 
the film spans five continents to capture graffiti writ-
ers and street artists in action, tracing its history from 
ancient rock paintings to its current incarnation on the 
street, in galleries, and its influence on popular culture. 
Yet graffiti has always been shrouded in controversy. 
Artists and writers speak eloquently about the concept 
of public space and the reasons they risk incarceration 
and death to emblazon their tags. A fascinating move-
ment with a voice demanding to be heard.

Showing with Fission

Bomb It!
Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:50 PM

2007  •  us  •  95 min  •  Drama
director Mary Stuart Masterson :: starring bruce Dern, 
Kristen Stewart, Aaron Stanford, Elizabeth Ashley, 
Jayce bartok
Easy, the Kimbrough family patriarch, is grieving over 
the recent loss of his wife. His youngest son, Beagle, 
who was left to care for his ailing mother, falls in love 
with Georgia, a terminally ill, 15-year-old girl. His older 
brother, Guy, missing from the family for years while 
pursuing his rock star dream, returns home after missing 
the funeral. The film is a sensitive and sweet story of 
losing and finding your family. Anchored by strong 
performances and true characters, the film paints a vivid 
world of small town life.

Showing with Million Dollar Salad

The Cake Eaters
Northern California Premiere

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:10 PM

1964  •  brazil  •  120 min  •  Drama
director Glauber rocha :: starring Geraldo del rey, 
yoná magalhães, mauricio do Valle, othon bastos, 
lidio Silva, Sonia dos Humildes
Manuel, a herdsman, and his wife Rosa are on the run 
because of a bloody conflict with their “coronel”. The 
couple joins mystics gathered around Sebastião, a black 
man who predicts the coming of an apocalyptic upheaval 
which will turn the Sertão into the sea, and the sea into 
the Sertão. Ignored by Manuel, Rosa’s eagerness brings 
about a violent break-up with the messianic preacher. As 
they keep travelling, the couple meets the survivors of 
the gang of cangaceiros. The conclusion shows Manuel 
that the earth belongs neither to God, nor to the devil.

Black God, White Devil
Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 PM

comedy

2007  •  Czech republic/ Italy/uK  •  105 min
director Irena Pavlaskova :: starring Danica Jurčová, 
Karel roden, Marek vašut, Tomáš Matonoha, Miro-
slav Etzler, Kryštof Hádek
The comi-tragic tale of a woman’s search for her identity 
in the labyrinth of relationships. Karolina, a young 
woman full of life and naivite, meets mysterious and 
elusive stockbroker Alex. She throws her heart, and 
her body at him only to fall hard. deciding from now on 
to combat men with their own weapons of aloofness, 
indifference, and superficiality, she discovers with each 
new and more bizarre experience that this is a game 
she will have to learn how to play. Bitches are made, 
not born.

Irena Pavlaskova in person

The Bitch’s Diary
US Premiere

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:30 PM

2007  •  Guinea  •  113 min  •  Drama
director cheick Fantamady camara :: starring Moussa 
Kéïta, Alex Ogou, Telle Kpomahou, Jeannot coker, 
Fifi Dala Kouyate, Fatoumata Diawara
At the age of twenty-five, the artist-caricaturist BB 
finds himself faced with an impossible choice. Son of 
Karamo, the inflexible imam, who is also the guardian 
of his village’s ancestral traditions, BB is chosen to be 
his father’s worthy successor. However, he refuses 
to accept his destiny, preferring to fight to exert his 
trade freely, and to live his love for the beautiful young 
computer scientist, Kesso, to the fullest, even at the risk 
of provoking his father’s wrath.

Clouds Over Conakry
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Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

2007  •  hungary  •  122 min  •  Drama
director Zoltan Kamondi :: starring Adriano Giannini, 
Piroska Molnár, Stefania rivi, János Derzsi, Ioana 
Abur, Zsolt Trill, Erika Molnár
Bogdanski dolina is a remote little town tucked away in 
the Eastern Carpathians. There were better days, but 
everything shows the signs of poverty and decay now. 
Summer and Winter, the place is enveloped in a dome of 
stench and clammy vapour from the dump on the edge 
of town. The ruling powers supervise whimsically and 
unpredictably every aspect of life; everything bears the 
mixed signs of order and disorder, producing a general 
atmosphere of insecurity. Anything can happen here, 
and anything is for sale.

Dolina
US Premiere

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:20 PM
Amir Shahab Razavian in person

2007  •  Germany/Iran/Canada  •  102 min  •  Drama
director Amir Shahab razavian :: starring Shahbaz 
noshir, Ezatollah Entezami, Saber Abar

Filled with denial and distrust, heart surgeon dr. Bahman 
Parsa, returns to Iran after 30 years in Germany. There 
he meets two men who will change his attitude towards 
life: qanati, a 70-year old waterfinder and Bahrami, a 
young and reckless taxi driver. Together with them he 
travels to his hometown Bam, which was destroyed after 
a heavy earthquake a few years ago. This journey brings 
Parsa closer to his own roots and a past that has been 
completely erased. But in the experiences with his new 
friends also lies the chance for a new beginning.

Colors of Memory
US Premiere

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:00 PM
2006  •  Italy  •  97 min  •  Drama

director carmine Amoroso :: starring Eduard Gabia, 
luca lionello, chiara caselli, luciana littizzetto, 
Francesco Domiedo, Gabriel Spahiou
The story of the friendship between Ioan and Michele, 
respectively Romanian and Italian. The serendipitous 
encounter of two worlds apart: the travails of a young 
man, son of the Post-Communist Revolution, who flees 
his country in search of a better future and the travails 
of another youth who instead scrapes along the margins 
of a Western society that is unable to offer gainful 
employment to so much of its youth.

Showing with Refugium Peccatorum

Cover Boy: The Last Revolution
Sponsored by Servino Ristorante

Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:05 PM

2007  •  us  •  83 min  •  Documentary
director roger Weisberg

What happens when you’re sick and uninsured in 
America? The unforgettable subjects of the film discover 
that being uncovered can cost them their jobs, health, 
homes, savings, and even their lives. By exposing the 
tragic human dimensions of America’s health care crisis, 
this film will make viewers feel both outraged and mo-
tivated to address this national disgrace at the precise 
moment when health care reform will be debated during 
the run-up to the presidential election.

Showing with Uncovered

Critical Condition

Sunday, March 16  ::  corinthian  ::  3:40 PM
Khashyar Darvich in person

2007  •  Tibet/us  •  80 min  •  Documentary
director Khashyar Darvich :: narrator Harrison Ford

At the edge of the Millennium, The dalai lama of Tibet 
invited 40 of the West’s leading, most innovative thinkers 
in their respective fields to his residence tucked away in 
the Himalayan mountains of Northern India. There they 
discussed the world’s problems and how we might solve 
them. What transpired was an unexpected, powerful, 
and cinematic documentary.

Dalai Lama Renaissance
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:50 PM
Hiner Saleem in person

2007  •  Iraq/Kurdistan  •  90 min  •  Drama
director Hiner Saleem :: starring nazmi Kirik, belcim 
bilgin, Omer ciaw Sin, rojin ulker, Tarik Akreyî

When his wedding is interrupted by a military skirmish, 
the groom flees into the wilds of Kurdistan and must 
roam through a landscape of rugged beauty to find his 
way home. This richly shot, surreal road movie, elegant-
ly explores the shattering effects war has on those kept 
apart by imaginary lines.

Showing with The Water and the Milk

DOL - The Valley of Tambourines
Northern California Premiere
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Northern California Premiere
Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 PM

2007  •  us  •   93 min  •   Documentary
director Steven lawrence :: starring Kelly Slater, rob 
Machado, Kalani robb, Joel Parkinson

The essence of surfing is an elusive ideal:  Part sport, 
part state-of-mind; an avenue for self-expression, a 
metaphor for freedom, a dangerous journey, a Music & 
dance. Nature supplies the power, and with the proper 
balance of respect and resistance, we enjoy the ride. 
From the North Shore of oahu, to the end of the road 
in Tahiti, from Australia to California, from Florida to 
France, the world’s greatest surfers share their insights, 
and show us how and why it’s done. Their skill, and the 
thrill of the experience, are captured as never before.

Down the Barrel
Sponsored by Rockstar

Friday, March 14  ::  corinthian  ::  4:05 PM

2006  •  brazil  •  105 min  •  Drama
director Heitor Dhalia :: starring Selton Mello, Paula 
braun, lourenco Mutarelli, Fabiana Gugli, Silvia 
lourenco, Mario Shoemberger
lourenço buys used goods from people going through 
some hard times, and that entices him to conduct some 
perverse power games. At a casual rendezvous, he is 
forced to make use of a currency that he has put aside 
for a long time: affection.

Drained
Northern California Premiere

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

1967  •  brazil  •  115 min  •  Drama
director Glauber rocha :: starring Jardel Filho, Paulo-
Martins, Paulo Autran, Porfírio Diaz, José lewgoy, Fil-
ipe vieira, Glauce rocha, Paulo Gracindo
Eldorado, a fictitious country in latin America, is spar-
kling with an internal struggle for political power. In the 
eye of this social convulsion, the jaded journalist Paulo 
Martins opposes two equally corrupt political candidates: 
a pseudo-populist and a conservative. In this context, 
Paulo is torn between the madness of the elite and the 
blind submission of the masses. But, in this complex 
tropical reality, nothing really is what it seems to be.

Earth Entranced

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:15 PM

2007  •  portugal/ spain  •  103 min  •  Comedy
director luis Galvao Teles :: starring Joao Tempera, 
Maria Adanez, Isabel Abreu, Marco Delgado

If Jesus were alive today, he would have his own website. 
When a small village confronts a large multinational 
corporation, everyone needs to remain united. But 
put two villagers together, and you already have three 
opinions. What happens when you multiply this by 37 
villagers?

Showing with Paired Off

Dotcom
West Coast Premiere

Thursday, March 20  ::  corinthian  ::  4:25 PM

2007  •  uK/austria  •  65 min  •  Documentary
director nino leitner

With an estimated four million surveillance cameras, 
Britain is by far the most-watched nation on earth. How 
could this come about in George orwell’s mother coun-
try? Why haven’t other nations copied the schemes if 
they really are as successful as the Home office is say-
ing? Is there a real effect in crime reduction or has CCTV 
only been introduced for the people’s ‘peace of mind’? 
Trying to answer questions like these, the film digs deep 
into an entirely British phenomenon: nation-wide video 
surveillance.

Showing with Twenty

Every Step You Take
US Premiere

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 PM

2006  •  austria/Iran  •  94 min  •  Documentary
director Arash riahi

A family’s story, typically crazy and exceptional at the 
same time. A film about home and exile, parents, grand-
parents, brothers and sisters and all the other relatives, 
close and distant, in an extended Persian family. Some 
of them emigrated to Europe or America, though the 
majority stayed in Iran. Regardless of all the danger 
involved, they secretly meet after 20 years at a place 
which won’t raise suspicion among the Iranian authori-
ties: Mecca. They come from America, Sweden, Austria 
and Iran to laugh, argue, cook and celebrate.

Showing with The Shade

Exile Family Movie
West Coast Premiere
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Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:15 PM
Bijan Anquetil & Paul Coses in person

2007  •  France/Iran  •  62 min  •  Documentary
directors bijan Anquetil & Paul coses

All three dastvaré children were killed during the Iran-Iraq 
War. The Islamic Republic of Iran had a mural painted in 
their memory: A fresco which represents these young 
soldiers who sacrificed their lives, in the name of God, 
for their country, dying as “martyrs of Islam”. Today, in 
their neighborhood, the legend of the “dastvaré martyrs” 
still circulates: A complex mix of popular religion, State 
propaganda and personal memories. The film questions 
the disillusion that surrounds an ideology based on the 
martyrs’: The founding myth of the new Iranian regime.

Showing with Iran: Behind Walls

The Faces on the Wall
US Premiere

Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:00 PM

2006  •  lebanon  •   83 min  •   Comedy
director Michel Kammoun :: starring Elie Mitri, Gabri-
elle bou rached, Issam boukhaled, Michel El Hou-
rany, Hiam Abou chedid
A summer evening in Beirut. The life of Toufic, a young 
lebanese man, and his nightly strolls. Between his family, 
friends and love affairs, he tries to seize every day of his 
life. For him, every second is the most important. Soon 
he discovers that having a normal life, in this country, is 
a luxury out of his reach. Fifteen years after the war had 
ended, a volcano is lying dormant on every street corner, 
like a ticking bomb that is ready to explode.

Falafel

Northern California Premiere
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 PM

2008  •  us  •   118 min  •   Drama
director rocco Devilliers :: starring Jesse James, rei-
ley Mcclendon, Stephen baldwin, Tom Sizemore, J. 
Todd Adams, Dallen Gettling, Jennifer Slimko
Jason and Kyle become embroiled in the adventure of 
their lives when they discover a mysterious airplane at 
the local small-town airport. The boys sneak aboard the 
plane for a look, but are forced to hide in the luggage 
compartment when two men show up and soon find 
themselves airborne. When they burst into the cabin 
to report a bomb they discovered in the luggage, they 
find that everyone on board has bailed out and they 
must land the plane themselves. They then realize that 
they’ve foiled a heist to steal millions from the mob.

Rocco DeVilliers in person

The Flyboys
Sponsored by Alice Radio

Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:10 PM
Brillante Mendoza in person

2007  •  philippines  •   98 min  •   Drama
director brillante Mendoza :: starring cherry Pie Pica-
che, Jiro Manio, Kier Alonzo, Alwyn uytingco, Dan 
Alvaro
Thelma and her urban, poor family are hired by a local 
foster care facility to provide temporary home and 
care to abandoned babies pending formal adoption. 
The inevitable separation is always a heart-wrenching 
event to the foster family. This is the story of such an 
event, when Thelma’s latest foster child John-John is 
to be turned over to his adoptive American parents.  
Every moment with the 3-year-old John-John becomes 
precious for Thelma. The bitter-sweet turnover delivers 
the painful truth that love and life are not equal.

Foster Child
Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

2007  •  Japan  •   99 min  •   Drama
director Keita Motohashi :: starring hisashi yoshiza-
wa, Minami

Hana, a 21-year old, is sent to a mental hospital for 
attempting suicide. She suffers from hearing a deep 
male voice in her head almost everyday that says, 
“Twenty yards of linen are worth one coat.” She gradually 
regains her peace of mind by traveling across Kyushu, 
dragging with her Nagoyan, a guy from Nagoya who is 
suffering from depression. They take on their journey in 
Nagoyan’s old faithful car, luce.

F**kin’ Runaway
US Premiere

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:25 PM
Bob Rafelson in person

1970  •  us  •   96 min  •   Drama
director bob rafelson :: starring Jack nicholson, 
Karen black, billy Green bush, Fannie Flagg, Sally 
Struthers, Marlena MacGuire, Susan Anspach
A riveting American story about a former musical ingénue 
whose gift becomes a burden to him as he grapples with 
the implications of his choices in work, relationships, 
and family. one of the most notable collaborations 
between Jack Nicholson and director Bob Rafelson, 
with Nicholson as an oil rig worker who returns to the 
family he left behind years earlier to visit his dying father. 
Rafelson and Nicholson capture the difficult, awkward 
life of a gifted man who hasn’t found his place in the 
world  – and maybe never will.

Five Easy Pieces
Sponsored by Wattle Creek Winery
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Northern California Premiere
Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:10 PM

2007  •  us  •   102 min  •   Drama
director norm Hunter (in person) :: starring leah Pipes, 
Scott Patterson, lisa Darr, Drew Tyler bell, lalaine, 
Daryl Sabara
High school is crazy enough, but for fifteen-year-old 
soccer star Sara davis, it’s about to get even crazier. 
on the field, she dances through opponents to make 
impossible shots on goal - skills honed daily by her father 
Gil, a pro soccer coach. Encouraged by best friend Tutti 
to jump-start her life outside soccer, Sara makes up for 
lost time. From hi-jinks in the chemistry lab to tender 
moments in the darkroom, Sara soon discovers there’s 
more to life than just sports as she discovers who she is 
before making the best move of her life.

Showing with Covert Coins
No Passes accepted for this film

Her Best Move
Sponsored by Johnny Rockets

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:00 PM

2007  •  us  •   118 min  •   Drama
director Greg chwerchak :: starring Kim Shaw, Paul 
Sorvino, Jay O. Sanders, Andrew Shaifer, lars 
Arentz-Hansen, Gideon Emery, ron Geren
Still reeling from the death of her father, a young girl 
spends one last summer at the Jersey Shore before 
heading off to college. But when her plans fall apart, the 
girl stumbles into a mysterious world of Russian sailors, 
high-stakes gambling, and unexpected love.

Greetings from the Shore

Monday, March 17  ::  corinthian  ::  5:00 PM

2007  •  India  •   156 min  •   Drama
director Mani ratnam :: starring Mithun chakraborty, 
Aishwariya rai, Abhishek bachchan, vidya balan, 
Madhavan, roshan Seth, Mallika Sherawat
Set in 1951, the film tells the story of a ruthlessly am-
bitious villager who moves to Turkey first and Mumbai 
later, with his wife Sujata and brother-in-law Jignesh, to 
fulfill his dreams. This is the story of Gurukant desai.

Guru

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  4:50 PM

2007  •  morocco  •   118 min  •   Drama
director Mohamed Ismail :: starring Marc Samuel, 
rachid elouali, souad hamidou, hafida Kassoui

The year 1960 is marked by waves of Jewish immigrants 
leaving in large numbers, influenced by Israeli 
immigration services. The story relates the solid bonds 
between two families, one Jewish, the other Muslim. 
destiny will cruelly separate one family, leaving a 
noble mission to accomplish for the other. Traditionalist 
parents will trounce the passionate bond between young 
couples from different religious backgrounds. All of this 
is dominated with the insecurity of what tomorrow holds 
for the characters thrown into this situation.

Goodbye Mothers
West Coast Premiere

Northern California Premiere
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:00 PM

2007  •  us  •   90 min  •   Documentary
director Ty Evans :: starring Marc Johnson, Mike car-
roll, rick Howard, Scott Johnston, brando biebel, 
Jeff lenoce, cairo Foster, Anthony Pappalardo...
The first skateboarding film from lakai limited Footwear. 
Featuring professional skateboarders Marc Johnson, 
Mike Carroll, Rick Howard, Scott Johnston, Brando 
Biebel, Jeff lenoce, Cairo Foster, Anthony Pappalardo, 
Rob Welsh, Guy Mariano, The French Connection, The 
Royal Family, Alex olson, and MikeMo Capaldi.

Fully Flared
Sponsored by Lakai

Sponsored by KQED
Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:10 PM

2006  •  us  •   88 min  •   Documentary
director Walter Gottlieb :: starring Matthew broderick, 
charles nelson reilly, robert Morse, Jerry Herman, 
betty Garrett, Jo Sullivan loesser, James burrows
The first-ever documentary profile of one of America’s 
most accomplished composers/lyricists. Frank loesser 
wrote the words and music for Broadway’s Guys & Dolls, 
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, and 
The Most Happy Fella, along with lyrics for motion pic-
tures from the golden age of Hollywood musicals. His 
song titles – from Luck Be a Lady to Baby, It’s Cold 
Outside – are part of our everyday language. One com-
mentator calls him, “Cole Porter, without the martini in 
his hand.”

Walter Gottlieb in person

Heart & Soul:
The Life and Music of Frank Loesser
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Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:00 PM

2006  •  Germany  •   104 min  •   Drama
director Margarethe von Trotta :: starring Katja ri-
emann, August Diehl, Armin Mueller-Stahl

This “schizophrenic melodrama” disguised as a tale of 
taboo-breaking passion, obsession and tragedy, depicts 
what happens to Robert, a young engineer, after his one-
night-stand with the mysterious femme fatale Carlotta. 
The morning after, all that is left of the sexy siren is a 
fire-red dress. Instead of star-crossed love and eternal 
happiness, it is confusion and angst that await the young 
knight in shining armour as he tries to solve the secret of 
her identity. He gets gradually caught up in a dangerous 
game of deception which threatens his life.

Showing with Five to Six

I Am the Other Woman

Friday, March 14  ::  corinthian  ::  8:15 PM

2007  •  switzerland  •  75 min  •   Drama
director Thomas Imbach :: starring beat Marti, laura 
Drasbæk, Anne-Grethe bjarup riis, Sandra Medina, 
Helena af Sandeberg, Mellika Melani, Angelica biert
Roger is a young, dashing banker full of boyish self-con-
fidence. He has a highly successful business, smuggling 
money across the border for reinvestment. Flagged 
down  by a customs officer, Roger makes a run for it. 
He escapes by diving headlong into lake Constance, 
catapulting himself out of his life as a banker and into a 
world populated with shy mermaids decked out in lara 
Croft gear, and cunning magpie witches in helicopters. 
His underwater journey is enhanced by the enchanting 
songs of sirens – a fable full of lust for life and love.

Showing with Vartan LLP

I Was a Swiss Banker
Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:30 PM

2007  •  France/belgium/Canada  •  85 min  •   Drama
director Micha Wald :: starring Adrien Jolivet, Grégoire 
colin, François-rené Dupont, Grégoire leprince-
ringuet, Fentik Igor Skreblin, Mylène St-Sauveur
A classic revenge drama set in 1810, Micha Wald’s 
visceral tale has a Cossack set out on an epic chase to 
avenge the murder of his brother. Stunning landscapes 
and a near primordial attention to detail, make this an 
unforgettable film.

In the Arms of My Enemy
Northern California Premiere

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:15 PM

2007  •  Germany  •   94 min  •   Comedy
director Sonja Heiss :: starring Svenja Steinfelder, Ga-
reth llewelyn, ricky champ, chris O’Dowd

Trapped in transit between Washington, d.C. and 
Shanghai after a missed flight, Svenja begins an odd 
relationship from her Bangkok hotel room with the call 
center voice attempting to rebook her flight. Rave-
surfing mates Josh and Adam bicker over money and 
girls in Thailand. In India, laid back liam tries to escape 
his past, and fragile Marion, eagerly partakes in various 
self-help programs in a new age meditation center. A 
critique of anglo twenty-somethings, adrift in an Asia they 
mistakenly believe to be a cleansing pleasure palace.

Hotel Very Welcome
Tuesday, March 18  ::  corinthian  ::  6:05 PM

2006  •  uK/south africa  •   93 min  •   Documentary
director nick broomfield

From 1991 until 2001 when he finally went to prison, 
Eugene Terreblanche, aka “The leader,” and the AWB 
(the African Nazi party) brought a reign of unimaginable 
terror to South Africa. Not only did he and his followers 
plan to assassinate Nelson Mandela, they murdered 
Mandela’s second in command and ignited over 120 
bombs in schools, airports, and train and bus stations in 
an attempt to uphold the Apartheid system. Filmmaker 
Nick Broomfield lived through years of death threats 
related to a previous film about the leader from 1991.

His Big White Self
West Coast Premiere

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

2007  •  spain/France  •  84 min  •  Drama
director Jose luis Guerin :: starring Pilar lopez de 
ayala, Xavier lafitte, laurence Cordier

A young man arrives in Strasbourg, France in search of 
the woman that he loved four years earlier. He spends 
his days sitting at an outdoor café, sketching the figures 
of the women around him, patiently waiting for Sylvia to 
appear. He finally thinks he sees her and gives chase, 
but it turns out to be someone else. He resumes his 
quest for his lost love and the innocence he longs to 
regain. Sylvia’s presence lingers, but it is impossible to 
return to the past.

Showing with Back to the Scene

West Coast Premiere
In the City of Sylvia
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Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  12:45 PM
Professor Joseph McBride in person

2006  •  us  •   98 min  •   Documentary
director Sam Pollard :: starring Peter bogdanovich, 
Harry carey, Harry carey Jr., William H. clothier, Dan 
Ford, John Ford, Joseph Mcbride, John Wayne
The film explores the friendship and professional 
collaboration of the two Hollywood legends that spanned 
50 years, changed each other’s lives, changed the 
movies and, in the process, reflected all the elements 
and all the paradoxes of 20th century America.

John Ford/John Wayne:
The Filmmaker & The Legend

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:20 PM

2006  •  austria  •   72 min  •   Drama
director Anja Salomonowitz :: starring rainer 
Halbauer, Otto Pikal, Anna Sparer, leopold Sobotka, 
Mag.Gertrud Tauchhammer
An exceptional film dealing with trafficking of women 
and the reality of life as an illegal immigrant. Five people 
in their everyday surroundings tell stories though they 
have never personally experienced. They recount tales 
of people involved in trafficking of women. The stories 
force their way into everyday life. They tell of debts, 
deception, violence, exploitation, coercion, and slavery; 
the things that define trafficking of women. legal codes 
offer migrants no protection, and often prove to criminal-
ize the people they’re supposed to be protecting.

Showing with Ballerina

It Happened Just Before
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:50 AM

2006  •  netherlands  •   96 min  •   Drama
director nicole van Kilsdonk :: starring Michiel 
Huisman, Johnny de Mol, caro lenssen, Huub 
Stapel
What happens when your whole family is crazy about 
soccer and you’re not? Johan is the eleventh male child 
in a family of soccer players. The boys make up a com-
plete team, but Johan defies them all by wanting to be 
a singer. A comedy (with music) about a budding musi-
cian, his family of soccer players and falling in love.

Showing with For a Few Marbles More

Johan
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

2006  •  Turkey  •   106 min  •   Drama
directors Sirri Sureyya Onder & Muharrem Gulmez
starring Cezmi baskın, Özgü namal, umut Kurt, naz-
mi Kırık, bahri beyat, meral okay, Dilber ay
In 1982, a group of local musicians in Adiyaman can not 
earn a living due to the curfew implemented. Their so-
lution results in jail. The martial law commander of the 
region wants to create a “modern orchestra” with these 
local musicians. They prepare an interesting welcome 
ceremony for members of the Council who will visit 
the town. Others also prepare to welcome the council. 
Haydar plans a protest and the orchestra conductor’s 
daughter helps him. The preparations of these two ulti-
mately leads to a surprise.

International
West Coast Premiere

Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:20 PM

2007  •  egypt  •  118 min  •   Drama
director Mohamed Khan :: starring Ghada Adel, Khaled 
abul-naga, Ghada adel, youssef Dawood, ahmed 
rateb, Aida riad
A true romance, filled with longing, lust and a sincere 
belief in the possibility that dreams of youth can inspire. 
Through her passion for music, Nagwa overcomes the 
restrictions of her upbringing and follows her heart on a 
quest to find her childhood music teacher, and affirm her 
belief in true love. Acclaimed director Mohamed Khan 
delivers a timeless story, infused with the culture, sights 
and characters of modern-day Egypt — from the urban 
sophistication of Cairo, to the traditional beliefs of rural 
upper Egypt.

In the Heliopolis Flat
Northern California Premiere

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:15 PM
Tatiana Voronetskaya in person

2007  •  russia  •   117 min  •   Drama
director Tatiana voronetskaya :: starring victoria Tol-
stoganova, Daniil Spivakovsky, nikolai Fomenko, 
Daniil Strakhov, vitali Egorov, Tatiana Kravchenko
A mysterious couple arrives from abroad at a small hotel 
in the suburbs. They take separate, but adjacent rooms. 
They are lovers, but so different from one another. As 
a model, she inspired painters and writers; she feels 
free, even if tired of the desires of males. He is serious, 
concentrated and jealous; anchored in reality, not 
imagination. Will they survive the turmoil of their feelings 
and the social unrest around them?

Inspiring
US Premiere
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Northern California Premiere
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:50 PM

2006  •  Italy  •  100 min  •   Drama
director Mimmo calopresti :: starring Gérard Depar-
dieu, Diego Abatantuono, Paolo briguglia, valeria 
bruni Tedeschi, Donatella Finocchiaro
diamante, a small town in Calabria, southern Italy is 
hardly an exciting place. Gabriele, Marco and Nicola are 
three youngsters, who would like to shoot a movie. They 
ask a former film director for his help in shooting a movie 
idea they have come upon, but their efforts are in vain. 
They decide to travel to Rome to pursue filmmaking. 
They end up getting involved in the TV showbiz rather 
than cinema, but when they meet Amelie, who turns out 
to be the fiancé of Gerard depardieu, their dream to be-
come filmmakers just might be coming true.

L’Abuffata
Sponsored by Monarch Interiors

Northern California Premiere
Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:00 PM

2007  •  us  •  95 min  •   Drama
director Ian Gurvitz :: starring Anthony Michael Hall, 
Dave Foley, Kevin rahm, Marsha Thomason, nicho-
las D’Agosto, Sean Maguire, William ragsdale
A dark comedy, the film opens in a Hollywood parking 
lot on New Year’s Eve, as paramedics load a guy on a 
gurney into an ambulance as his friend looks on. When 
questioned by a female detective, the friend tells the 
story of what may have been an attempted suicide, while 
unravelling the larger story of a year in the lives of 6 guys 
who hang out in a blues bar in Hollywood. They watch 
sports, talk trash, and bitch about their problems ranging 
from construction nightmares to divorce, gambling 
addiction, alcoholism, and child custody fights.

Showing with Club Soda

LA Blues
Sponsored by SF Weekly

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 PM

2006  •  Italy  •  87 min  •   Drama
director Marina Spada :: starring Anita Kravos, Karo-
lina Dafne Porcari, Paolo Pierobon

during a Russian lesson, Claudia meets Boris. A 
mutual attraction is growing up between them. Boris 
asks Claudia to lodge Olga, his cousin. A complicated 
relationship originates between Claudia and olga, and 
when olga is missed, Claudia finds out that she was not 
what she seemed to be.

Like the Shadow
Sponsored by The Italian Cultural Institute

Wednesday, March 19  ::  corinthian  ::  6:00 PM

2006  •  France  •   84 min  •   Documentary
directors Mathieu verboud & Jean robert villet

starring Sibel Edmunds

A few days after the 9/11 attacks, Sibel Edmonds, 32, an 
American woman of Turkish origin, is recruited by the FBI 
as a language specialist with top-security clearance. Her 
job is to translate counter-intelligence wiretaps related 
to ongoing criminal investigations. After two months, 
Edmonds reports serious wrongdoings in the conduct of 
investigations and a case of espionage within her unit. 
Her claims aren’t taken seriously.

Showing with Security

Kill the Messenger
Northern California Premiere

Kabul Transit
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  1:05 PM

2006  •  afghanistan/us  •   84 min  •   Documentary
directors David Edwards, Gregory Whitemore & 

Muliha Zulfacar

In the broken cityscape of Kabul, amid the dust and 
rubble of war, Westerners and Afghans adjust to the 
uncertain possibilities of peace. The film is a shifting 
mosaic of encounters, all beautifully shot and woven 
together by the music and the found sounds of a city 
sluggishly coming to life. Rejecting the usual device of 
narration and portraiture, the film asks the viewer to 
experience Kabul as a newly arrived visitor would – with 
a freshness born of apprehension on finding oneself in a 
place both hauntingly strange and altogether familiar.

Showing with Iraqi Kurdistan

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:45 PM

2006  •  us  •   86 min  •   Drama
director Morgan J. Freeman :: starring bredan Sexton 
III, Antonio Ortiz, Mark Webber, rosie Perez

Twenty-year-old daniel first meets 8-year-old Boone 
while doing community service at an East Village grade 
school. The boys strike up a friendship during which 
daniel learns that Boone’s mother is very sick and his 
only other family is an older sister in dallas. After daniel 
is turned down as an adoption candidate, he takes the 
law in his own hands. He breaks Boone out of foster 
care, and they head to dallas together. The road trip film 
is less about finding Boone’s family and more about the 
unexpected, beautiful bond between these two friends.

Showing with Truck Stop Grill

Just Like the Son
Northern California Premiere
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Sunday, March 16  ::  corinthian  ::  5:30 PM

2007  •  spain  •  93 min  •   Documentary
directors Aitor Arregi & Jose Mari Goenaga

There are plenty of anarchists in the world. Many have 
committed robbery or smuggling for their cause. Fewer 
have discussed strategies with Che Guevara or saved 
the skin of Eldridge Cleaver – the leader of the Black 
Panthers. There is only one person who has done all 
of that, and also brought to its knees the most powerful 
bank on the planet by forging travellers cheques, without 
missing a single day of work in his construction job. He 
is lucio urtubia, from a tiny village in Navarra, in the 
North of Spain.

Lucio
West Coast Premiere

Thursday, March 20  ::  corinthian  ::  8:00 PM

2007  •  China/Japan  •  110 min  •   Drama
director yibai Zhang :: starring Masahiro Motoki, nao-
mi nishida, naoto Takenaka, Takashi Tsukamoto, 
vicki Zhao
over the course of a single night, lin Xi taxis Mizushima 
throughout the luminous city in an attempt to locate his 
hotel, of which he has forgotten the name. Meanwhile, 
Mizushima’s colleagues comb Shanghai to find him. 
despite a language barrier, which fuels several comic 
misunderstandings, Mizushima and lin Xi forge a 
meaningful relationship over the long night. Together, 
can they learn to understand and express the love for 
which they are capable?

The Longest Night in Shanghai
West Coast Premiere

Northern California Premiere
Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:00 PM

2006  •  us  •  59 min  •   Documentary
director Paul Taublieb :: starring Sam George, Joe 
curren, Holly beck

The film chronicles the surf expedition of noted surf 
historian, explorer and filmmaker Sam George. Joined 
by pro surfers Holly Beck and Joe Curren, they travel 
to the country of Sao Tome, which George visited six 
years earlier. He was there to unravel the mystery of the 
villagers who ride the waves on a tiny islet off the coast 
of this remote West African island nation.

Showing with Heart of a Soul Surfer

The Lost Wave: An African Surf Story
Sponsored by Surfline

Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:00 PM

2007  •  China  •  99 min  •   Drama
director Tao Peng :: starring Zhao Huihui. Han Dequn, 
Hong Qifa

An 11-year-old girl nicknamed Xiao E’zi (which translates 
as ‘little Moth’), is unable to walk due to “a strange 
illness.” Her illness makes her a valuable, sympathetic 
asset for adults around her whose business is street-
begging. The latest adults to ‘adopt’ her as her ‘parents’ 
are Venal luo and his downtrodden wife Guibua. long 
believing in the inevitability of her fate, little Moth is 
eventually persuaded to escape after befriending Xiao 
Chun, a one-armed participant in the business of street-
begging.

Little Moth
Northern California Premiere

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:15 PM

2007  •  us  •  85 min  •   Documentary
director Axel Pauporte :: starring Jeremy Jones, Tom 
burt, Farmer, ranquet, Salasnek, Tex, victoria Ja-
leouse, Matt Goowill, Travis rice, remain de Marchi
For many years Axel Pauporte has wanted to document 
the 15 years of his life and experiences bringing big 
mountain snowboarding to the masses. The goal is 
to give everyone a taste of the magnificence of the 
mountains and surrounding nature, see the friendships, 
hear the stories, feel the fears and dangers, and see 
what it takes to make a snowboard video as he follows 
the Absinthe crew. With the help of Justin Hostynek, 
Patrick Armbruster and the Billabong crew, he introduces 
us to the “lines”.

Lines
Northern California Premiere

Thursday, March 20  ::  corinthian  ::  6:00 PM

2007  •  Czech republic  •  93 min  •   Drama
director Alice nellis :: starring Iva bittova, Ivan Franek, 
Martha Issova, Miloslav Konig, Karel roden

Julie, a translator, has just moved into a new house with 
her successful husband, Richard, and teenage daughter,  
Cecilie. Their life is supposed to be that of the perfect 
happy family. When she hears that her favorite singer 
has died, Julie has the sudden realization that her life is 
not what she wants it to be. Acting on an impulse, she 
decides to buy a piano, and en route, her life changes 
completely. But before she can move forward, she has 
to resolve her past and present if she is to start the new 
life she desires.

Showing with Apple

Little Girl Blue
West Coast Premiere
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Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  12:30 PM

2007  •  France  •  90 min  •   Drama
director Gabriel Aghion :: starring Jean-claude brialy, 
Dominique blanc, Guillaume Gallienne, Féodor At-
kine, nazim boudjenah, Jean-claude Dreyfus
In February 1944, the Gestapo burst into the abbey 
at Saint-Benoît-sur-loire and arrested Max Jacob. A 
homosexual Jew who had converted to Catholicism, 
he had been part of the bohemian elite of the Bateau-
lavoir years. He was a close friend of Picasso’s and 
his constant companion in difficult times. He shared 
in delights and escapades in the Paris of the interwar 
years. Four years later, he is with thousands of others 
awaiting deportation to Germany. Alice, a young orphan, 
to whom Max gave his affection, sets out to save him.

Monsieur Max
West Coast Premiere

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:00 PM

2007  •  sri lanka/netherlands  •  60 min  •  Docu.
director beate Arnestad

What makes anyone want to blow themselves up for a 
cause? In this intimate and personal portrait, we join two 
young female elite soldiers trained for the ultimate mis-
sion. We share their childhood experiences, their dreams 
and their families’ loss. left behind are the mothers.

Showing with Slum Survivors

My Daughter the Terrorist
Northern California Premiere

2006  •  spain  •  94 min  •   Documentary
director raul de la Fuente :: starring Harkaitz Martinez, 
Igor Otxoa, Mikel laboa

Wonderful visuals, great music and experiences in in-
triguing places around the globe, all contribute to this 
exciting journey. It starts when two musicians carve a 
Txalaparta out of wood. This traditional Basque instru-
ment is played by two people at the same time, and the 
music arises from the encounter of the two musicians. 
In search of new, authentic sounds, the musicians travel 
to different parts of the world and meet local musicians. 
Each encounter results in unique music, and each is a 
surprising and exhilarating experience.

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:00 PM

Nömadak Tx

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:10 PM

2006  •  Czech republic  •  77 min  •   Drama
director Marta novakova :: starring Petra Spalková, 
Jan novotny, vojtech Stepánek, victor Fatka, Tomás 
Pavelka, lukás vydrzal
A psychological drama set in the times of war – people 
are suspicious, they hate and kill each other without 
reason. In the middle of the deep woods, fate brings 
together a father and his son with a spy from the en-
emy. All three of them suddenly have to face a new war 
which rages inside of them. Everyone must fight every-
one else, including themselves. They must also fight the 
world around them and the ruthless and unforgiving na-
ture in which they find themselves.

Showing with Retreating

Marta
Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:35 PM

Vivien Lesnik Weisman in person

2007  •  us/ Cuba  •  96 min  •   Documentary
director vivien lesnik Weisman

starring Max lesnik

Max lesnik, director of Radio Miami, has been the num-
ber one target of anti-Castro terrorists and is considered 
the most controversial figure in the Cuban exile com-
munity. He was a prominent revolutionary when he left 
Cuba due to ideological differences with his then friend, 
Fidel Castro. In Miami, he took a position that was both 
against the Cuban government, as well as against the 
u.S. policy toward Cuba. This third position was shared 
by few, and voiced by no one but him.

Showing with Julieta

The Man of Two Havanas
Northern California Premiere

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:00 PM

2007  •  australia  •  105 min  •   Drama
director Michael James rowland :: starring Kenneth 
moraleda, srisacd sacdpraseuth, rodney afif

An Indonesian fishing boat abandons Iraqi and 
Cambodian refugees in a remote part of Western 
Australia. While most are quickly caught by officials, 
three men with nothing in common but their misfortune 
and determination to escape arrest and begin an epic 
journey into the heart of Australia. Pursued by an army 
reservist unit, they wander deeper into the desert, 
desperately searching for a Western-style democracy 
amongst the stones of the Pilbara. A film about distance, 
difference and dud maps.

Lucky Miles
Northern California Premiere
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US Premiere
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:45 PM

2007  •  belgium  •  107 min  •   Comedy
director Miel van Hoogenbemt :: starring Jan Decleir, 
Maria Popistasu, Wim Opbrouck, bert Haelvoet, 
leny breederveld, Manuela Servais
A retired teacher decides to look for a wife on the 
internet. It’s not love he’s after, but companionship. 
He meets scores of women but can’t seem to make 
up his mind, until his new housekeeper arrives. She is 
almost 40 years younger than him and a total disaster 
at housekeeping. For the first time in what seems a 
lifetime, he falls totally in love.

A Perfect Match
Sponsored by European Wine Resource

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:10 PM

2007  •  Czech republic  •  75 min  •   animation
director Jan balej

A mosaic of animated stories which director Balej and 
his crew filmed over a period of six years, these highly 
individual tales conjure up an image of a gloomy and 
bizarre world, replete with ghosts and magic genies. 
But Balej’s puppet microcosm isn’t for children; it’s a 
spectacle for adults in the style of Jan Švankmajer.

One Night in a City
West Coast Premiere

Tuesday, March 18  ::  corinthian  ::  4:00 PM
Damian Kolody in person

2007  •  ukraine/ us  •  98 min  •   Documentary
director Damian Kolody :: starring Viktor yushchenko

The 2004 orange Revolution in ukraine was a massive 
demonstration of people for democracy and against 
electoral fraud. A powerfully moving and unique ex-
amination of ukraine’s orange Revolution from the 
perspective of an intrepid ukrainian-American filmmaker 
who criss-crossed the country in the weeks before the 
remarkable events of 2004 as a volunteer International 
Election observer, recording the build-up to what turned 
out to be one of the most astonishing bloodless political 
turnarounds in recent history.

Showing with The Election

The Orange Chronicles
Northern California Premiere

Northern California Premiere
Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:45 AM

2007  •  us  •  80 min  •   Documentary
director lionel Goldstein :: starring Paul rodriguez, 
brian Anderson, Gino Iannucci, Stefan Janoski, 
Omar Salazar, chet childress, reese Forbes
Three years in the making, the film is the story of the Nike 
SB team, on and off their skateboards. After traveling 
the world to gather footage, in october 2006, the Nike 
SB team decided it was time to set the record straight. 
Filmed on location in the Santa Clarita Valley of Southern 
California, and set to an original soundtrack composed 
by Mark Mothersbaugh, professional skateboarders 
and amateurs teamed up with the Belgian director duo 
lionel Goldstein to tell the whole truth and Nothing But 
the Truth.

Showing with Motodrom

Nothing But the Truth
Sponsored by Nike SB

Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  3:00 PM

2007  •  us  •  70 min  •   Documentary
directors Jeremy Stulberg & randy Stulberg

With little resources and no electricity, a group of 
outcasts live their version of the American dream on a 
sixteen-mile patch of barren land in New Mexico. The 
documentary explores the lives of the people who make 
up the Mesa, where police are not wanted and firearms 
are a necessity. After getting over the bizarre lifestyle 
decision these people have made, the viewer begins 
to respect them: people who are not looking for pity or 
assistance, but just to be left alone to live off the land 
and enjoy the country they love so dearly.

Showing with Gone, The Stone Child

Off the Grid: Life on the Mesa
Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:45 AM

2007  •  brazil  •  95 min  •   Drama
director Philippe barcinski :: starring leonardo Me-
deiros, rita batata, Graziella Moretto, branca Messi-
na, rodrigo Santoro, leticia Sabatella, cassia Kiss
The story of two control-obsessed characters: Enio, a 
supervisor at a traffic control operation centre and Pe-
dro, a snooker player who seeks absolute mastery of 
his technique. Both find fulfilment in life by submerging 
themselves in a mathematical mindset that leads them 
towards the feeling of control they long for so much. But 
all this is thrown to the wind one day when both Enio’s 
ex-wife and Pedro’s wife die in a car accident.

Showing with Rhapsody of the Absurd

Not By Chance
Northern California Premiere

Showing with Sweet & Sour
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Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  12:50 PM

2007  •  France/Germany/lithuania  •  98 min
Documentary

director Jean-Michel carre

From the communal flat in St. Petersburg where Vladimir 
Putin, former KGB man, and the current president of 
Russia to the Kremlin Palace, was king of the gang. This 
film shows the methodical rise to power of a man who 
has employed every means to become one of the most 
important and authoritarian leaders in the world today.

US Premiere
The Putin System

Friday, March 14  ::  corinthian  ::  2:35 PM

2007  •  senegal/ France  •  52 min  •   Documentary
director laurence Attali :: starring cheikh lo, May-
lis Guiard Schmid, Tom Waits, Mamadou Diongue, 
Francesco Pini
A film’s genesis and metamorphoses, from the first 
intuition to the first clapboard. From Tom Waits to Cheikh 
lo and from Venice to Paris, on to Saint louis and 
Senegal.  This documentary travels the river’s stream in 
search of the unshod Man.

Showing with Menged

US Premiere
River Movie

Friday, March 14  ::  corinthian  ::  6:15 PM

2007  •  China  •  101 min  •   Drama
director cai Shangjun :: starring yao anlian, lu yulai, 
lu Huang, Shi Junhui

Song Hai, a man in his fifties, returns to his hometown 
to reclaim his house and is told that he is officially dead 
– according to the local bureaucratic ministry. during 
Song’s five-year absence, his wife has died and his 
son Yongtao crossed him off the city registry. The rest 
of the film follows Song’s sincere efforts to resuscitate 
his fatherly image in his son’s mind. For Yongtao, un-
derstanding his father is also a process of growing up. 
Sometimes, time resolves human relationships.

West Coast Premiere
The Red Awn

Northern California Premiere
Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:10 PM

2007  •  us  •  100 min  •   Documentary
director robert Patton-Spruill :: starring beastie boys, 
Tom Morello, Henry rollins, DMc, Talib Kweli, Jona-
than Davis, Spike lee, Ice cube, KrS One, Scott Ian
A recount of Public Enemy’s monumental impact on mu-
sic and global culture over the past two decades through 
behind the scenes interactions betweer founders Chuck 
d, Flavor Flav and Professor Griff, alongside live con-
cert footage from shows as far flung as london, Spain, 
Taiwan, Moscow, Austin and Beijing. The film reflects an 
extraordinary career that has taken the band on over 60 
tours, performing over 1500 concerts to fans in 58 coun-
tries, with album sales in the multi-millions and world-
wide critical acclaim.

Walter Leaphart (Manager/Producer) & 
Lathan Hodge (Producer) in person

Public Enemy: Welcome to the Terrordome
Sponsored by Pint Size Lounge

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:00 PM

2007  •  France  •  89 min  •   Drama
director Frederic Fisbach :: starring Gilbert Melki, Adri-
ana asti, marie riva, Toshi Fujiwara, mai yoshino

Francois is in Tokyo for three weeks, following the 
rehearsals of the theatrical adaptation of his work. He 
brought his grandmother with him, who recently suffered 
a stroke and can no longer speak. during the last 
moments of her life, this feeble and elderly woman will 
help Francois recapture his zest for life.

Showing with Son

Plum Rain
US Premiere

Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:00 PM
Blake Edwards in person

1966  •  us  •  103 min  •   Comedy
director blake Edwards :: starring Peter Sellers, Her-
bert lom, lesley-Anne Down, burt Kwouk

In the fourth film of the long-running series, bumbling 
Inspector Jacques Clouseau’s long-suffering boss, 
dreyfus, finally has been driven to a nervous breakdown 
by the detective and has been hospitalized in an asylum. 
Meanwhile, the hapless Clouseau has taken over his 
chores as chief of police. But dreyfus escapes from his 
caretakers and, intent on finishing off Clouseau, captures 
renowned scientist dr. Hugo Fassbinder, inventor of the 
death ray. dreyfus threatens to use the ray to destroy the 
earth unless Clouseau is turned over to him at once.

The Pink Panther Strikes Again
Sponsored by Sam’s Anchor Cafe
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Northern California Premiere
Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:50 PM

2006  •  brazil  •  99 min  •  Drama
director ricardo van Steen :: starring camila Pitanga, 
rafael raposo, roberta rodrigues, Flavio bauraqi, 
Jonathan Haagensen
In Rio de Janeiro in the 1930s Noel Rosa becomes the 
greatest Samba composer and changes the direction of 
Brazilian music. Fame, passion and poetry in the golden 
age of Rio follow her.

Showing with Pixinguinha

Sponsored by Pacific Sun
The Samba Poet

Tuesday, March 18  ::  corinthian  ::  8:00 PM

2007  •  China/uK  •  88 min  •  Drama
director conrad clark :: starring yang Feng Jun, Jia 
hong, Chen Jiao ying

A young building company employee doesn’t even 
have enough money to celebrate his birthday with a few 
beers. Asking his boss for a loan, the only thing he gets 
is the corpse of another employee, dead on the job, that 
the company wants done away with on the quiet. Carry-
ing the body in his van, the youngster tries to return the 
dead man to his family.

West Coast Premiere
Soul Carriage

Northern California Premiere
Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:25 PM

2007  •  uK  •  112 min  •  Drama
director Jan Dunn :: starring bob Hoskins, Josiane 
balasko, Jody latham, Josef Altin, Jessica Stewart, 
Shannon Tomkinson
Jack, a cantankerous pensioner with a passion for car-
rier pigeons, doesn’t have too many friends in Rams-
gate, South England. After his wife’s death, his relation-
ship with his son is complicated and the others take him 
for an outsider. Eight-year-old Florrie is the only one to 
bring some joy into Jack’s life, and she admires Jack’s 
prize-winning carrier pigeon. Jack’s French neighbour 
hits on him, as hints of love about to begin are there, but 
then Jack is accused of being a child molester when little 
Florrie disappears one day.

Sponsored by Waters Edge Hotel
Ruby Blue

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  4:45 PM
John Wayne’s family in person

1956  •  us  •  119 min  •  Drama
director John Ford :: starring John Wayne, Jeffrey 
Hunter, vera Miles Ward bond, natalie Wood, John 
Qualen, Olive carey, Henry brandon, Ken curtis
Ethan Edwards, an embittered veteran, returns to Texas 
after the Civil War and discovers that Comanche Indians 
have killed his family and kidnapped his nieces. Along 
with Martin Pawley, who was adopted by the Edwards’ 
after his own parents were killed by Comanches years 
earlier, Ethan sets out to find his remaining niece, 
debbie. The duo’s search for the young woman, and their 
struggle to rescue her once she’s adopted by the tribe. 
But as the quest goes on, Martin becomes uncertain 
whether Ethan plans to rescue debbie...or kill her.

Sponsored by Enterprise Entertainment Group
The Searchers

Sunday, March 16  ::  corinthian  ::  1:30 PM
Luke Wolbach in person

2007 • us/spain/barbados • 88 min • Documentary
director luke Wolbach :: starring Tom Mailhot, John 
Zeigler, Tori Murden

Two middle-aged American men set out to win the 
“world’s toughest race” – three thousand miles across 
the Atlantic in a rowboat – is it a noble quest or an ill-
fated nightmare?

Sponsored by Corinthian Yacht Club
Row Hard, No Excuses

Wednesday, March 19  ::  corinthian  ::  3:30 PM

2007 • Czech republic • 120 min • Comedy
director Jiri vejdelek :: starring Marián labuda, bole-
slav polívka, Jean Constantin, Vítězslav holub,

A comedic road movie about a journey from the north of 
the Czech Republic to Slovakia by three people. Jura is 
a university student and tends toward rational thought. 
He is shocked to learn that his father has arranged a 
marriage for him with the daughter of his best friend and 
that he now must to go and meet his bride in Slovakia. 
At first, he refuses to agree with the absurd proposal, but 
gradually he gives in to his father’s emotional blackmail. 
With Stano, a temperamental family friend, he sets out 
on a journey across the country in an old van.

Northern California Premiere
Roming
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Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM

2006  •  us  •  96 min  •  Drama
director Jeremy Stanford :: starring Mimi Marks, Tiara 
russell, Erica Andrews, cassandra cass, Maria ro-
man, Dorae Saunders, Jahna
A no-holds-barred, behind-the-scenes look at the first-
ever ‘World’s Most Beautiful Transsexual Pageant.’ With 
a starring role in a sensational new Vegas Revue as a 
high-stakes backdrop, the film explores the intensely pri-
vate and moving stories of its extraordinary contestants. 
Told through provocative hometown profiles and heart-
breaking one-on-one interviews, the film documents 
the sometimes humorous, always personal journeys of 
these true survivors. Their ultimate triumph is a moving 
celebration of the human spirit.

Trantasia

Friday, March 14  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:30 PM
Charles Oliver in person

2007  •  us  •  99 min  •  Drama
director charles Oliver :: starring Minnie Driver, Jer-
emy renner, bobby coleman, Adam rodriguez, Da-
vid Denman
The lives of two strangers, a struggling mother and a 
gambling addict, converge in unspeakable tragedy. 
Years later, they must come to terms with themselves 
and one another. As two pivotal days, one past and one 
present, unfold in a non-linear mosaic, the film offers a 
powerful reflection on redemption and forgiveness.

No Passes accepted for this film

Northern California Premiere
Take

Sunday, March 16  ::  corinthian  ::  7:30 PM

2006  •  serbia  •  82 min  •  Drama
director Oleg novkovic :: starring uliks Fehmiu, 
nebojša Glogovac, nada Šargin, lazar ristovski, 
ljubomir bandović
A story about love and friendship. After twelve years 
spent abroad, the main character returns to his native 
city, where he meets his old love, friends and parents 
again. They spend four days together and after that, 
nothing will be the same in their lives. A love drama that 
deals with deep passion, sensuality, tenderness, jealou-
sy, possessiveness, infidelity, and the conflict between 
irrational and rational.

Northern California Premiere
Tomorrow Morning

Wednesday, March 19  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM
Klaudia Kovacs, George Adams & Vilmos Zsigmond  in person

2007  •  hungary/us  •  95 min  •  Documentary
directors Klaudia Kovacs & Endre Hules

featuring Henry Kissinger, Otto von Habsburg, and 
many others

In 1956, tiny Hungary, a nation of 10 million, throws off the 
tyranny of the giant Soviet union, a nation of 200 million, 
for just 13 days, but this event catalyzes the eventual 
fall of communism around the world. This fascinating 
documentary includes such interviewees as dr. Henry 
Kissinger, as an active participant in the Cold War, and 
otto von Habsburg, heir to the Austro-Hungarian empire 
and now a European Parliament member, and many 
notable politicians and personalities.

Torn From the Flag
Northern California Premiere

Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:40 PM
Jeffrey Schwarz in person

2007  •  us  •  80 min  •  Documentary
director Jeffrey Schwarz :: starring John Waters, John 
landis, Joe Dante, roger corman, Terry castle, 
budd boetticher, Marcel Marceau, Jacqueline Scott
The film traces how an obscure director-for-hire 
reinvented himself as a pop-culture icon. From his first 
job as Bela lugosi’s assistant, to butting heads with 
Robert Evans, this jaw-dropping tale is told through 
revealing interviews with family, friends and collegues. 
The film brings back those days when movies were pure 
fun and spine tingling excitement, when a producer could 
ride on a “smile and a shoeshine,” and when ballyhoo 
was as American as apple pie. William Castle’s story is 
an inspiration to dreamers everywhere.

Northern California Premiere
Spine Tingler! The William Castle Story

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:00 PM
Amir Naderi in person

2005  •  us/ Iran  •  107 min  •  Drama
director Amir naderi :: starring charlie Wilson, Frank 
Glacken

deaf and mute, 11-year-old Jesse travels from Manhattan 
with a letter and a key to a queens storage unit. He is 
searching for a tape cassette recording of his deceased 
mother, a former radio talk show host, that he hopes 
will offer further clues to his past and possibly even his 
hearing loss. But when he does find the tape, he must 
then find somebody to speak it so that he can read their 
lips and finally hear the message.

West Coast Premiere
Sound Barrier
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Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  2:50 PM

2007  •  uK/Venezuela/us/australia  •  95 min
Documentary

director John Pilger

John Pilger’s first major film for the cinema – in a career 
that has produced more than 55 television documentaries 
– is set in latin America and the uS. It explores the 
historic and current relationship of Washington with 
countries such as Venezuela, Bolivia and Chile.

Showing with American Soldier

US Premiere
The War on Democracy

Saturday, March 15  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:25 PM

2007  •  Iran  •  76 min  •  Drama
director Pourya Azarbayjani :: starring Setareh Pe-
syani, Hengameh Ghaziani, Saiideh Amir Saii

A film about three women, each with their own, unique 
story, who represent the different stages and situations 
women go through in life. one young girl wants to be 
married, a married woman wants to have a baby, and 
a woman who had a baby struggles to keep it. All 
abandoned by their families, they are obliged to solve 
their problems on their own.

Showing with A Season of Madness

Unfinished Stories
West Coast Premiere

Sunday, March 16  ::  Playhouse  ::  10:45 AM

2006  •  afghanistan  •  82 min  •  Documentary
director Meena nanji

Shot in the sprawling refugee camps of the North West 
Frontier Province in Pakistan and Kabul, Afghanistan, 
the film gives voice to three Afghan women, each dra-
matically affected by the different regimes of the last 
25 years. Principal taping began almost a year prior to 
September 11, 2001. At that time, the issues of Afghan 
women’s rights were of little interest to the international 
community. Subsequently returning to the region, the 
film captures the extraordinary shift that had taken Af-
ghan women to a focus of global outcry.

Showing with The Italian Doctor

View From a Grain of Sand

Thursday, March 13  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:00 PM
Tuesday, March 18  ::  Playhouse  ::  7:20 PM

2007  •  spain  •  93 min  •  Comedy
director Miguel Angel calvo buttini :: starring Andoni 
Gracia, Txema blasco, María Galiana, Merce llorens, 
Teresa Gimpera
A colorful, yet emotional, comedy filled with provoking 
political criticism, placed in a contemporary scenario, 
where salmons and frogs coexist with the inhabitants of 
a small village, near a beautiful river. This year though, 
the river and its inhabitants are about to stir things up. 
The twin brothers Jaime and Nacho find themselves 
challenging each other for the most important political 
seat in the nation.

US Premiere
Miguel Angel Calvo Buttini in person

No Passes accepted for this film

Sponsored by Guaymas
Twins for President

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:40 PM

2007  •  Canada  •  101 min  •  Drama
director Fernand Dansereau :: starring Monique Mer-
cure, Suzanne clément, Patrick labbé, Stéphane 
Gagnon, caroline lavoie, vincent Graton
learning that she suffers from Alzheimer’s disease, 
72-year-old Madeleine decides that she will not subject 
her nearest and dearest to her misery, and that she will 
not outlive her own consciousness. Too proud to put up 
with her degeneration, loving her children and friends 
too much to burden them with the necessity of taking 
care of her during this terrible affliction, she instead will 
bring her life to an end.

West Coast Premiere
Twilight

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  4:50 PM

2006  •  France  •  90 min  •  Documentary
director bruno ulmer

Thousands of illegal immigrants roam the streets of 
European cities, looking for work or luck. Invisible, their 
lives are reduced to the TV sound byte of men found 
dead in shipping containers. The film follows 8 young 
men – Kurdish, Moroccan and Romanian – as they try to 
find their way to Paris, Amsterdam or Madrid. No visas, 
entirely on their own, they struggle for survival. A hot 
meal and a rare shower are pretty much all the help they 
get. Some fall hard to the bottom. Sink or swim, they all 
face the ultimate question: What is it to be a man?

Showing with Protestation V

Northern California Premiere
Welcome Europa
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Thursday, March 20  ::  Playhouse  ::  5:00 PM

2007  •  algeria/France  •  80 min  •  Drama
director Amor Hakkar :: starring Aya Hamdi, Tounès 
Ait-Ali, Amor Hakkar,  bissa-ratiba Ghomrassi, Inès 
benzaim, nourredine Menasria
In the arid landscape of Algeria’s Aurès mountains, 
Mouloud and Fatima are farmers whose son was recently 
killed in an ambush. In the middle of the night, Mouloud 
gets on his makeshift tractor and travels more than 
100 kilometers to bring his son’s body home. When he 
returns, Fatima is already plunged into debilitating grief. 
With help from his daughters, Mouloud is determined to 
elicit a hint of a smile from his wife’s forlorn face.

Showing with The Tube With a Hat

The Yellow House
West Coast Premiere

Monday, March 17  ::  Playhouse  ::  9:45 PM
Miaoyan Zhang in person

2007  •  China  •  108 min  •  Drama
director Miaoyan Zhang :: starring Danhui Mao

Xiaolin and Xiaoli each walk through a long dark tun-
nel. The film exposes the dark shadow of modern China 
through the stories of two unrelated characters. Xiaolin, 
works as a physical laborer, and can’t afford to have 
a girlfriend. Xiaoli is married but her husband works 
in Shanghai to pay off his debt. As her situation turns 
worse, she turns to prostitution and meets Xiaolin as 
her client. His repressed lust surfaces as abuse towards 
Xiaoli. Her cries for help represent the pain of the lower 
class majority in a new class system defined by money.

US Premiere
Xiaolin Xiaoli

Don’t forget to 
commemorate 

this year’s festival 
with a souvenir 
T-Shirt, Hat, 

Bag, or Poster
See Page 51

for more details

Wednesday, March 19  ::  corinthian  ::  8:00 PM

2007  •  south africa  •  103 min  •  Drama
director Shamim Sarif :: starring lisa ray, Sheetal 
Sheth, Parvin Dabas, nandana Sen, David Dennis, 
Grethe Fox, roderick Priestley, natalie becker
In 1950s South Africa, apartheid is just beginning. 
Free-spirited Amina has broken all the rules of her own 
conventional Indian community, and the new apartheid-
led government, by running a café with Jacob, her 
colored business partner. When she meets Miriam, a 
young traditional wife and mother, their unexpected 
attraction pushes Miriam to question the rules that 
bind her. As Amina helps Miriam’s sister-in-law to hide 
from the police, a chain of events is set in motion that 
changes both women forever.

The World Unseen
Monday, March 17  ::  corinthian  ::  8:00 PM

2006  •  Ireland/uK/romania  •  87 min  •  Comedy
directors John Ketchum & John riley :: starring barry 
Mulligan, Irina Dinescu, Emil Hostina, Adrian cigle-
nean, yann leblay, eamon rohan
In the tradition of Waking Ned Devine, this is a hilarious, 
fast-paced comedy. A lively caper film, it is all the more 
extraordinary because it’s based on the real-life story 
of the largest immigration scam in Irish history. An Irish 
con man living in Romania is fresh out of jail and on 
the lam from a vicious gangster. He devises a plan to 
export a motley group of gypsies desperate to escape 
their country. To pull it off, he must charm the Irish 
Consul, avoid the mob, and quickly prepare 41 tone-
deaf Romanians for a choir audition.

Showing with The Sound of People

Northern California Premiere
What Means Motley?
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Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 4 min :: Animation
director Arjun rihan

The story of a long distance affair.

Abridged

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2:50 PM :: With The War on Democracy

2007 :: uS :: 3 min :: documentary
director robert Jones

The life and death of an American soldier is docu-
mented through the lens of family photographs in this 
powerful short film.

Amici

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2007 :: Sweden :: 5 min :: Experimental
director nino Strohecker

An homage to all the great filmwork done a long time 
ago, that has now almost been forgotten.

Adults Only
Northern California Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Music & Dance Shorts Program

2006 :: Canada :: 16 min :: drama
director Daniel conrad :: starring Aszure barton, 
yannick matthon, William briscoe, ariel Freedman

The images are lush. The theme, transformation, is 
expressed by dancers in the roles of chimeras (mytho-
logical creatures made up of parts of different animals, 
e.g., centaurs, minotaurs).

Afternoon of the Chimeras
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2006 :: Canada :: 16 min :: Experimental
director Daniel conrad :: starring Aszure barton, 
yannick matthon, William briscoe, ariel Freedman

A fitting techno soundtrack, an impending apocalypse, 
and an oblique storyline and you finish up with 
something you’ll love, but want to see again to figure 
out what it really means.

Agnieszka, A Dark Symphony of 2039

Thursday, March 20  :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: Italy/uS :: 12 min :: drama
director Alex Melli :: starring Pietro Meli, Daniele Seg-
gio, Filippo Patti, Giovanni rizzo, Joe Melli

A group of college friends gather to celebrate graduation 
at the end of the term, but the jovial group is not what 
it seems, and resentment runs deep among these 
“friends.” Real friendship lasts a lifetime.

American Soldier
World Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 9:45 PM :: With Sylvia’s Hometown

2007 :: Argentina :: 19 min :: drama
director Facundo cantelmi :: starring Daniel Gore-
glad, Marcela Pacheco, Jose Andrada

José is a former paid killer, retired ten years ago. Since 
then he’s tried to forget his past. due to an unpaid debt 
to his ex-bosses, he must come back and kill again to 
erase the money he owes.

Back to the Scene
US Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: Italy :: 11 min :: drama
director Augusto Modigliano :: starring rosalba Gen-
ovese, Debora villa, Paolo Pierobon

Rosa is an illegal immigrant. After having been de-
ceived, she wanders the streets of Milan. Exhausted, 
she  clashes with other customers in a cafe for trivial 
reasons resulting in unexpected outcomes.

+39
West Coast Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: corinthian :: 6:00 PM :: With Little Girl Blue

2006 :: Sweden :: 6 min :: drama
director Jonas rudstrom :: starring Daniel Karlsson, 
boije Strömberg

A young boy spots the most beautiful apple in the 
tree across the hedge. A desire is born. one problem 
remains - the tree belongs to the most dangerous man 
in the neighborhood.

Apple
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2007 :: Chile :: 13 min :: drama
director Alejandro Fernandez Almendras :: starring 
Olga Muñoz, Antonio Guajardo, rosa navarrete

At the end of winter in the South of Chile, an old couple 
awaits the visit of their daughter and grandson. They go 
about their daily work, and then sit by the fire and hear 
the rain beginning to fall again, in silence, still waiting.

Along Came the Rain
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Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

In a world ruled by color, marine animals have adapted 
to the underwater blues by changing color themselves. 
The film reveals mind-blowing behavior never seen or 
filmed before, and an extraordinary phenomenon.

Beyond the Blue

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With Music & Dance Shorts Program

2006 :: uS :: 9 min :: drama
director carmen rozestraten :: starring Megumi na-
kamura, Maya Theiss-Sakata, Alexandre Proia

This exquisitely shot film takes us on the hypnotic 
voyage of a beautiful young woman through a playful, 
sensual collage of broken dreams.

Breathe Me

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 PM :: With It Happened Just Before

2007 :: Italy :: 16 min :: drama
director rosario Errico :: starring Giancarlo Giannini, 
F. Murray Abraham, Martina Stella, lina Sastri

A girl from Eastern Europe comes to Italy because she 
has been promised a career in classic ballet. The truth 
is that she will be forced to become a prostitute.

Rosario Errico, F. Murray Abraham, Martina Stella in person

Ballerina

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

2007 :: Pakistan :: 15 min :: drama
director Aneel Ahmad :: starring Preeya, chutki na-
seer, Mohammad Haroon, Hassena bibi

A film about dreams. Barbar and lalita work side by 
side in the dusty streets of lahore. Barbar dreams of 
rescuing lalita from the poverty that traps them both. 
One day, he’s pushed to the edge.

Boot Polish
West Coast Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

2006 :: Morocco :: 3 min :: drama
director Assif Ghizlane :: starring youssef berrada, 
Senhaji, Sakina, Simo

The film explores the state of movie theaters in Tangier 
(as well as in several other cities in Morocco) and the 
numerous difficulties they are confronted with that 
threaten their existence.

Assif Ghizlane in person

By Love
US Premiere

2007 :: Fiji/France/uK :: 8 min :: documentary
director Anita chaumette

US Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

American born Anjali runs off to India with dreams of 
becoming a movie star in Bombay. Her father goes 
after her vowing to bring her back, only to embark on a 
journey of rediscovery through the streets of Bombay.

Bombay Skies

2006 :: India/uS :: 22 min :: drama
director rita rani :: starring rajat Kapoor, rita rani, 
Amit Maharudra Salunke

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With 9 Star Hotel

2006 :: Morocco :: 18 min :: drama
director Ali benkirane :: starring younes ouzal

determined to find work in Casablanca, young Said 
leaves his remote village with his mandolin and a photo 
of his mother. Will Casa swallow him up, or will he fight 
his way through?

Casa

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: Switzerland :: 4 min :: Animation
director Dustin rees

Being controlled by time can take its toll!

The Bellringer
US Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 10:00 PM :: With LA Blues

2006 :: uS :: 23 min :: drama
director Paul carafotes :: starring James Gandolfini, 
lou Gossett Jr., Joe Mantegna, Michael rispoli

A supernatural fable about a young man who moves 
from Boston to New York, intent upon becoming a 
famous actor, and falls in with a group of friendly 
barflies who take him under their wing.

Club Soda

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2007 :: Singapore :: 9 min :: drama
directors Derrick lui & lee chee Tian :: starring Elise 
Delos santos, eunice Chew, yen ling Quek

A contemporary fairytale about a girl’s catapultic journey 
from zero to overflow, and her eventual realization that 
too much of a good thing isn’t really good. To attain true 
happiness, we need to sacrifice some things.

Colours
Northern California Premiere
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Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 PM :: With Love Stories Shorts Program

2007 :: Switzerland :: 5 min :: Comedy
director Julien Zenier :: starring Patrick bes, raphael 
Asseo

A man is sitting in a restaurant, waiting. Another man 
enters and sits down, and here begins an interesting 
scene of seduction.

Double Talk
Northern California Premiere

Tuesday, March 18 :: corinthian :: 4:00 PM :: With The Orange Chronicles

2007 :: uS :: 8 min :: drama
director Padraig reynolds :: starring ray Wise, lin 
Shaye

A political couple is on the verge of an election. Why 
are they in the middle of the desert? What horror could 
have driven them to the isolation? Every vote counts.

The Election

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2006 :: uK :: 2 min :: Animation
director Dana Dorian

Colin takes his dog Cumberland to the park for a game 
of fetch, but Cumberland has other ideas. What happens 
when man’s best friend refuses to co-operate?

Fetch
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 7:10 PM :: With Her Best Move

2007 :: uS :: 7 min :: drama
director Steve Gatlin :: starring charlie Justice, Matt 
Pavlovcic, MIchael Pritchard

In 1934, Charlie got pinched on a bogus Prohibition 
charge and sent to Alcatraz. He plots his escape and 
you can bet he’ll find a way to retrieve the three coins 
confiscated during the arrest.

Steve Gatlin in person

Covert Coins

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2006 :: Belgium :: 20 min :: drama
director Tom van Avermaet :: starring Maarten claey-
ssens, Maaike neuville, Herwig Ilegems

A man lives contentedly in a dark, industrial world 
where clocks are treated as gods and give the beat. 
He appears punctually at his work everyday, until a visit 
from the mysterious sandman changes everything.

Dreamtime

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With War Not! Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 13 min :: drama
director Joel Dunn :: starring Jordan Goldberg, Al-
lison Sparrow, Joe Amato

Avi, 7-years-old, escapes from a concentration camp 
in 1943 Poland. Hiding in a barn, he’s found by a girl 
who’s been abused by her father. Their mutual fight for 
survial helps them find a little humanity in the world.

Escape from the Fire

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2007 :: Fiji/France/uK :: 8 min :: documentary
director Anita chaumette

To understand a world not designed for human eyes, we 
need to see it from a different point of view. The film is 
a dive deep into the fishes eyes and a groundbreaking 
revelation about what they really see.

Fisheye Fantasea
Northern California Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With Bomb It!

2006 :: Taiwan/uS :: 5 min :: Animation
director Kun-I chang :: starring Jamil Shamasdin, 
Ayesha

A motion graphic film, which tells a simple story about 
a man who sees himself as graffiti on the wall. As the 
story develops, the character attempts to escape men-
acing graphics that begin to emerge from the wall.

Fission
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 7 min :: Comedy
director Michael langan :: starring Michael langan, 
Adam Mazer, Dylan Tirocchi, bob bernstein

A humorous allegorical animation, exploring the 
relationship between the terrestrial and the celestial via 
singing tennis balls.

Michael Langan in person

Doxology

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 10:00 PM :: With I Am the Other Woman

2005 :: Germany :: 6 min :: Comedy
director Pola Schirin beck :: starring Pia Mechler, Es-
eben Hojlund-carlsen, nikos vavouris

An erotic tale about 6 people working in a big kitchen 
canteen. Everyone has their very special fantasies 
about beautiful the dishwasher Amanda. An unexpected 
event turns the kitchen into a place of war.

Five to Six
US Premiere
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Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:50 AM :: With Johan

2006 :: Netherlands :: 11 min :: drama
director Jelmar Hufen

Four 10–year-olds are kicked out of their favorite 
playground by two drunkards. When they realize 
their parents aren’t going to help, they have to get the 
toughest boy in the neighborhood to help them.

For a Few Marbles More

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2006 :: Singapore :: 14 min :: drama
director Anthony chen :: starring Tan chui Ting, Kel-
vin ho, yeo yann yann, Fong Xiongkun

Grandma is in the hospital, her life hanging by a thread. 
Her family gathers by her deathbed to send her off. 
overwhelmed by sadness, they struggle to find their 
own way of coming to terms with the impending end.

Grandma
US Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With The Lost Wave

2007 :: uS :: 32 min :: documentary
director becky baumgartner :: starring bethany 
Hamilton

Bethany Hamilton, a 13-year-old girl destined for a suc-
cessful surfing career, lost her arm to a shark in 2003. 
The attack compelled her to discover her purpose in life 
as she overcame her loss and got back on the board.

Heart of a Soul Surfer
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 4 min :: Animation
director corrie Francis

on any given day, city-dwellers flock to an urban wil-
derness looking for a brief escape from the constant 
presence of the city and their habitual, frenetic pace 
of life.

For the Masses
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 PM :: With Bad Boys of Summer

2006 :: uS :: 12 min :: drama
directors Stephanie Argy & Alec boehm :: starring 
Delfin labao, lee perkins, David ross paterson

President Roosevelt suppressed all accounts and no 
records have ever been found of Gandhi’s top-secret 
visit to the uS in 1933 – until film historians unearthed 
this newsreel footage of his visit to Yankee Stadium.

Gandhi at the Bat

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 PM :: With Love Stories Shorts Program

2007 :: France :: 22 min :: drama
director benjamin de lajarte :: starring John 
Mclean

In a French hotel, Sidney, an American, wakes up one 
morning to discover that his wife has left him. He finds 
new hope in a mysterious Chinese woman in the next 
room with her husband, who seems to need help.

Her Name
US Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: Canada :: 3 min :: Animation
director Tammy Dubinsky

A polar bear purchases a hot dog from a street vendor. 
In order to pay, the bear places his meal on a nearby 
car. The car takes off, along with the hot dog. This bear 
will go to great lengths get his precious hot dog back.

Hold the Mustard
US Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 9 min :: Sci-Fi
director Phillip van :: starring nicolette Krebitz, Wan-
ja Mues

A personal story about the power struggle in a 
relationship through the high-concept conventions of 
the sci-fi genre.

High Maintenance
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uK :: 3 min :: Animation
director Kim Alexander

A surreal, twisted tale about the relationship between a 
man and his dog, but then a pancake bride interferes.

Hungry For Love
West Coast Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Off the Grid, The Stone Child

2006 :: uS :: 3 min :: Music Video
director Andrew Watson :: starring Johnny Pulcinel-
la

This compelling music video brings the worlds of film 
and music together with a metaphorical environmental 
warning alert, and raises questions, fusing art, social 
commentary, and music to spark debate.

Gone
Northern California Premiere
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Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 3 min :: Animation
director Alessandro ceglia

A woman, alone in her house, has been receiving a 
series of mysterious phone calls. When she attempts 
to calm her nerves with a mixture of medication and 
alcohol, her fears take on a new form.

The Intruder

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 5:15 PM :: With The Faces on the Wall

2007 :: Turkey/Iran :: 45 min :: documentary
director Hakan Tokyay :: starring Fatma Mutemed-
arya, Pouran Derakhshandeh, Münire ravanipur

In Iran women are the key to the transformation of the 
country. After Hatemi took office, women’s rights were 
discussed, with the claim being that the culture of patri-
archy, rather than religion, kept women oppressed.

Hakan Tokyay in person

Iran:  Behind Walls
US Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

2006 :: Switzerland :: 15 min :: drama
director Hicham Alhayat :: starring Abdeljabbar 
louzir, Atmen Kelif, Abdessamad Miftah Elkhir

To fulfill his dying father’s dream of skiing once in 
Switzerland, Karim tries to obtain a visa, but is denied. 
He decides to take him to a Moroccan Atlas ski resort 
and makes him believe he’s really in the Swiss Alps.

It Snows in Marrakech

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2006 :: Sweden :: 10 min :: drama
director Daniel Wirtberg :: starring Sven Westerdahl, 
Fabian rios

Sture, a cleptomaniac, leads a lonely and eventless 
life playing bingo and shoplifting candy from the local 
supermarket. One day, he and a young shoplifter cross 
paths, taking his tedious day in a totally new direction.

The Intruder

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 PM :: With Kabul Transit

2006 :: Iraq :: 12 min :: documentary
director Ed Kashi

An expansive look into the daily lives of the Kurdish 
people of northern Iraq. An alternative perspective on a 
changing culture, one different from the destruction and 
discord that dominates media coverage of the region.

Ed Kashi in person

Iraqi Kurdistan
West Coast Premiere

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With View From a Grain of Sand

2006 :: denmark/Afghanistan :: 28 min :: documentary
director Esben Hansen :: starring Alberto cairo

Alberto Cairo has headed the Red Cross orthopaedic 
Centre in Kabul for the past 15 years. Together with a 
staff of 150 disabled workers he has helped more than 
50,000 land mine victims walk again.

The Italian Doctor

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 PM :: With Love Stories Shorts Program

2006 :: Poland :: 16 min :: drama
director Jose E. Iglesias vigil :: starring Przemek 
Wasilkowski, Izabella Kuna, Adam nawojczyk

In Between solitude and love, is there a place for 
sincerity? Alicia is pregnant and wants to have the 
child, but her partner Mateusz doesn’t agree with her 
life-changing decision.

In Between
Northern California Premiere

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With War Not! Shorts Program

2007 :: Bosnia/uS :: 25 min :: drama
director Harun Mehmedinovic :: starring Sergej Tri-
funovic, Jack Dimich

A Bosnian prisoner-of-war escapes death by fleeing 
to the united States, but years later the officer who 
spared his life comes knocking on his door.

In the Name of the Son

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 20 min :: Comedy
director Stewart Schill :: starring lucas bryant, laura 
breckenridge, Happy Mahaney

Brad hates musicals, but his fiance lives for them. His 
contempt for musicals threatens to tear them apart, 
until she makes a wish, and Brad discover that when 
he opens his mouth, he bursts into song.

I Hate Musicals
Northern California Premiere

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 PM :: With The Man of Two Havanas

2006 :: Mexico :: 10 min :: drama
director raul Antonio cabellero carreto :: starring 
Ahichel valle, David Gallaro, Gerardo vigil

Julieta is 10-years-old when she is separated from 
Carlos, her best friend, by the violent events of Corpus 
Christi Thursday. Julieta has a chance to say goodbye 
to Carlos, but fate has other plans for them.

Julieta
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Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With War Not! Shorts Program

2007 :: Canada/Russia :: 15 min :: drama
director Matvei Zhivov :: starring Aleksei Serebrya-
kov, viktoriya Tolstoganova

After nearly 3 years as a partisan fighter, Stepan is 
wounded and rescued by advancing army forces. 
Healed and sent home, a new, different battle is only 
just starting.

The Letter
Northern California Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: Spain :: 14 min :: drama
director Haritz Zubillaga :: starring nydia García, Zoe 
berriatúa, Marian Álvarez, Andrés Gertrudix

Four young friends park an old, rented auto caravan 
next to a road. Someone is aiming at them with a rifle. 
When the sniper fires, everything is tinged with blood. 
Their holiday turns into a macabre nightmare.

Killing Time
West Coast Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: Russia :: 9 min :: Animation
director Konstantin bronzit

love is always sudden and no one is surprised if love 
springs up at work, even though it is unexpected in the 
workplace.

Lavatory-Lovestory

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 8 min :: drama
director Michelle Ortega :: starring Austin corini, riki 
Shae, carl Irwin, Marc Samaha

A Boy Scout from a dysfunctional home tries to raise 
money for Scout camp at a flea market with the help of 
his grandparents.

Michelle Ortega in person

Justin’s Lot

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 4 min :: Animation
director Alex budovsky

Exploring what happened to the Royal legion of birds 
from “Bathtime in Clerkenwell” after they took over 
london. The Bird Empire expands beyond Earth’s 
boundaries and falls under unexpected circumstances.

Last Time in Clerkenwell
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2007 :: Palestine :: 12 min :: drama
director cherien Dabis :: starring Mayar rantisse, 
lone Khilleh, Iman Aoun

A Palestinian girl will do what it takes to buy a birthday 
cake. A trip to the bakery turns into a journey about the 
subtle tensions of a politically charged environment, 
and the grief of growing up under occupation.

Make a Wish

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With War Not! Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 5 min :: Action
director Mikki Willis :: starring Paris Tanaka, robert 
Machemer

A young woman finds herself being interrogated for 
espionage. A case of mistaken identity? Or is it?

Mikki Willis in person

The List

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: Romania :: 20 min :: drama
director Gabriel Sirbu :: starring Andi vasluianu, 
claudia Prec, Gabriel Spahiu, Mihaela betiu

A thief breaks into a young woman’s car while she’s 
stopped at a traffic light. When he realizes that a police 
car arrives nearby, he decides to stay in the car until 
they are away from the cops.

Life’s Hard
US Premiere

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With War Not! Shorts Program

2007 :: Germany :: 11 min :: drama
director Herbert Fehrmann :: starring Sascha Pol-
lack, Mirko lang, Jenni berndt, Klaus Hoser

An old man travels to Berlin to take photos of a Holo-
caust memorial. One of the photos leads him out into 
the city where he is visited by the ghost of a young Jew 
he gave up to the Nazis, over a girl they both loved.

The Lie
US Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With The Beheaded Rooster

2007 :: Romania/uS :: 16 min :: drama
director bogdan George Apetri :: starring Dan Grigo-
ras, Florin rusu, nora covali, Paul chirila

A man tries to reconcile a harrowing tale from his past 
and confront old questions that will keep on haunting 
him forever. But what will it mean for the present?

Last Day of December
Northern California Premiere
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Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Nothing But the Truth

2006 :: Germany :: 9 min :: documentary
director Joerg Wagner :: starring Hugo Dabbert, Jag-
ath Perera, Tomasz Wyszomirski

The world of the hellriders in their wooden barrel: 
men and motorbikes, speed and stunts, gasoline and 
adrenaline. A dying fairground attraction, portrayed in a 
thrilling homage with 5000 rounds per minute.

Motodrom
Northern California Premiere

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:50 PM :: With The Cake Eaters

2007 :: uS :: 14 min :: Comedy
director Michael Schiralli :: starring Julia Stoddard

Can Meryl Streep, Barbra Streisand, and Johnny 
Carson help Julia, a nice girl from Salt lake City, find 
fame, fortune and a Million dollar Salad in New York 
City?

Julia Stoddard in person

Million Dollar Salad
West Coast Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2007 :: Canada :: 3 min :: Music Video
director Anotonio Galloro

A surreal journey through the pulse of a city.

Moby, Strata
World Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: Ethiopia :: 19 min :: drama
director Ethan cushing :: starring Mark Arnold, Jus-
tin Mortelliti, P. David Miller, Josiah D. lee

As the top hostage negotiator for the lAPd, Tom takes 
his job seriously. After his wife dies in a tragic accident, 
Tom shuts out their young son. Years later he will have 
to face these demons on the job.

Negotiations
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2007 :: Ireland :: 11 min :: Comedy
director Steph Green :: starring Olutunji Ebun-cole

Based on a short story by Roddy doyle this poignant 
and comedic short film deftly captures the experience 
of being the new boy in school through the eyes of Jo-
seph, a nine-year-old African boy.

Steph Green in person

New Boy
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With Seniors Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 15 min :: drama
directors Andres buigues & Jeremy Floyd :: starring 
Johnny clark, Paul lukather, James bartz

A young writer is having trouble finding direction in life. 
All he has is a dead-end job writing obituaries for a 
local newspaper, but then he’s fired after being caught 
writing obituaries for people who aren’t dead.

Mortals

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: uK :: 11 min :: drama
director Elaine Wickham :: starring Susannah Harker, 
Georgia Groome, Peggy O’Gara, Elsie batterbee

Betty, 80, suffers from advanced dementia. Her daugh-
ter, Janet, has drawn the short straw and has the task 
of driving her mother to a hospice. The long journey, 
forces her to face the realities of the situation.

My Mother
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 PM :: With Love Stories Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 11 min :: drama
director Alina bezdikian :: starring Alma Saraci, 
Mathew cape

In this sly homage to French new wave cinema, a 
carefree couple, optimists at heart, enact a unique 
brand of kindness on an unsuspecting city.

Michel and Odette
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: corinthian :: 2:35 PM :: With River Movie

2006 :: Ethiopia :: 20 min :: Comedy
director Daniel Taye Workou :: starring Shewaferaw 
Dessalegn, bewkatu belete

In the Ethiopian countryside a lot can happen on the 
long way to the market. A father and his son follow 
all the people’s good advice, and come back to their 
senses in this adaptation of a folk tale.

Menged
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2006 :: uS :: 9 min :: Animation
director youngwoong Jang

A bio-mechanic robot must keep his glass chest full 
of water to stay alive, fueling an endless desire and 
journey. during the journey, he meets a fish. Both need 
water...

Mirage
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Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:00 PM :: With American Fork

2007 :: uS :: 12 min :: Comedy
director Murphy Gilson :: starring Shannon Eliza-
beth, Johnny Sneed, Heather Ankeny

Charlie is a writer from Indiana trying to make it in 
Hollywood, but to keep his dream alive he’ll have to rely 
on the natural talents of every Irish kid from the mid-
west; a love of booze and gift for telling wild stories.

Murphy Gilson in person

Partially True Tales of High Adventure!

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 7:15 PM :: With Dotcom

2006 :: Brazil :: 18 min :: Comedy
director Esmir Filho :: starring Alvise camozzi,  Adri-
ana Seiffert, Thiago rosa, José rubens

In the midst of feet that come and go, colors and violin 
strings, the cobbler of a small village looks for the 
perfect pair in a fable of love and shoes.

Paired Off
US Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:50 PM :: With The Samba Poet

2006 :: Brazil :: 10 min :: documentary
director Thomas Farkas :: starring Pixinguinha, Don-
ga, Joao da bahiana, Almirante, Jaco Palmieri

A never before seen documentary short with images 
from more than 50 years ago during the fourth centennial 
of Sao Paulo. The filmmaker went to Ibirapuera Park 
and shot 6 minutes of a wonderful show.

Pixinguinha

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2007 :: Australia :: 21 min :: drama
director Eve Spence :: starring Sam Gorman, Issac 
Gorman, Tom Walters

Two young brothers trespassing on a building site are 
cornered by a guard dog. Rescued by the dog’s unlikely 
master, Floyd, the boys enter his worldly ‘playground,’ 
where a fragile friendship is formed and tested.

Playground
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 2 min :: Animation
director Jo Meuris

A little old lady gets mugged by a man on a bicycle. 
When she realizes that there is no one around to help 
her, she decides to take matters into her own hands. 
It’s a good thing Granny knows Parkour.

PK-Granny
Northern California Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

2007 :: Israel :: 17 min :: drama
director Tamir Goren :: starring Eli Gorenstein, Miki 
ben-Harush

Haim, a taxi driver, was about to call it a night. He takes 
one last passenger, Meir, an impressive-looking man 
whom Haim remembers from childhood. The 10 minute 
ride will prove to be far-reaching for both men.

Piraeus
US Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

Eight-year-old inventor Paul yearns to have a grandpa 
just like all the other children, so he builds a grandpa. 
As he starts to realize that his invention can’t take the 
place of a real grandpa, a small miracle happens.

2007 :: Germany :: 20 min :: drama
directors Ove Sander & Maren Erdmann :: starring 
Julius Hillebrand, richard Schwager, rolf nagel

Paul’s Grandpa
West Coast Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With Music & Dance Shorts Program

2006 :: France :: 25 min :: drama
director cecile vernant :: starring renaud Denis-
Jean, Fanny valette, beata nilska, Elise Diamant

While waiting for the green ray at the end of a wood 
pontoon in Martinique, Sasha, an old Russian woman, 
tells her grandchildren of her meeting with their black 
grandfather, désiré, in Noirmoutier, in 1934.

Once Upon a Time...Sasha and Desire
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 PM :: With Love Stories Shorts Program

2006 :: Belgium :: 15 min :: Comedy
director Emmanuel Jespers :: starring Tom Harper, 
Emily Hamilton

A man offers a woman help for her seemingly bland 
existence: looking at her for 5 minutes until she starts 
feeling that she exists. The woman thinks it’s a joke, but 
it isn’t. And it has unpredictable consequences.

Personal Spectator

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Life Dreams Shorts Program

2007 :: Argentina :: 24 min :: drama
director Gonzalo Tobal :: starring Jorge Diez, Martina 
Juncadella, Zunilda crowe, José Toledo

Roberto, 43, and Carmen, 14, have been on the run 
for two days, escaping from their lives and families. An 
improvised trip, almost with no money nor shelter, and 
with the police behind them.

Now Everybody Seems to Be Happy
US Premiere
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Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Not By Chance

2006 :: Brazil :: 15 min :: documentary
director claudia nunes

A poetic documentary with scenes from two episodes 
of the struggle for land in the Brazilian countryside 
and city. These are universal examples of the conflict 
between property owners and the power of people.

Rhapsody of the Absurd

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Marta

2008 :: Italy :: 18 min :: drama
director Elisabetta bernardini :: starring valery usai, 
Julian Siravo, romano Talevi, ludovica Dezi

Rosa has a daily chore while her parents are away. She 
has a big love to protect at any cost. She races through 
the fields everyday to stay with her love. His survival 
depends on her. But someone’s been spying on her.

Retreating
US Premiere

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With War Not! Shorts Program

2006 :: Spain :: 8 min :: drama
director Mauricio Jimenez :: starring Ivan Massagué, 
Txell botey, Quim Paredes, Gerard Paredes

A young Albanian immigrant, endorsed by Edurne – a 
fellow worker, co-exists with his memories and the grief 
of not having been able to save his family.

Roosters
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:40 PM :: With Armin

2007 :: India/uS :: 15 min :: documentary
director Timothy Sternberg :: starring Salim, Waris, 
Aslam, Arsad Muhammad

Salim Muhammad, 55, lives in North Kolkata with his 
wife and 5 kids. Since he was 10, he has made a living 
screening discarded film scraps for the kids in surround-
ing neighborhoods using a hand-cranked projector.

Salim Baba

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:25 PM :: With Unfinished Stories

2006 :: uS :: 16 min :: drama
director Katja Esson :: starring Marjan neshat, Maz 
Jobrani, Madhur Jaffrey

A fairy tale gone wrong about a young woman des-
perately attempting to escape the golden cage of her 
arranged marriage by feigning insanity – but her plan 
backfires.

A Season of Madness
Northern California Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

2007 :: Spain :: 12 min :: Comedy
director Xavi Sala :: starring Martin Mujica-vicente

during the broadcast of the Pope’s visit, Vicente’s 
television is broken. desperate, he decides to make a 
homemade parabolic dish.

The Satellite Dish

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM PM :: With Cover Boy: The Last Revolution

2006 :: Italy :: 13 min :: Comedy
director Stefano Alleva :: starring renato Scarpa, re-
nato Marchetti

A young man gets into a church where he meets 
somebody who will change his life, but who will turn out 
to be a “coup de theatre” for the audience.

Refugium Peccatorum
World Premiere

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With Music & Dance Shorts Program

2007 :: Sweden :: 29 min :: drama
director Pontus lidberg :: starring Hedda Staver 
Cooke, yvan auzely, Giovanni

Tableaus of human encounters, where memories are 
mixed with longing for those not yet realized. Move-
ment washes over the characters, forming a pattern of 
which they are unaware – they are all linked.

Pontus Lidberg in person

The Rain
US Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 PM :: With Welcome Europa

2007 :: Switzerland :: 7 min :: drama
director rolando colla :: starring Peter n. Steiner, 
ludmila Skripkina, Gianluca Grecchi

The owner of an abandoned warehouse discovers an 
illegal immigrant has taken refuge on the premises and 
throws her out. His 9-year-old son witnesses the scene 
and hesitantly takes a stand against his father.

Protestation V

Wednesday, March 19 :: corinthian :: 6:00 PM :: With Kill the Messenger

2007 :: uS/Iran :: 21 min :: drama
director Matthew linnell :: starring chris Messina, 
lanna Joffrey, lori Tan chinn, Manee Kassaii

A drama about an American Immigration agent at 
Newark International Airport whose private fears spill 
into his professional life when he confronts an Iranian 
mother and her son.

Matthew Linnell in person

Security
West Coast Premiere
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Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With Music & Dance Shorts Program

2007 :: Netherlands :: 9 min :: Experimental
director Hans beenhakker :: starring Prince credell

With one continuous shot, the smooth camera, not 
interrupted by cuts, follows an exceptional dancer as he 
moves magically through different times and spaces.

Shake Off
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2007 :: Israel :: 3 min :: Experimental
director Guilhad Emilio Schenker :: starring Arbel 
levi

Shum is the explorer inside each one of us. While trav-
eling across the country he discovers a door which can 
lead him to understand the boundaries and limitations 
that he faces.

Shum

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 7 min :: Animation
director bill Plympton

A film noir murder mystery that takes place in a sleazy 
hotel. As cops investigate gruesome murders, they be-
come victims of the evil force. What Jaws did to swim-
ming, Shuteye Hotel will do for sleeping.

Shuteye Hotel

Sunday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 10:00 PM :: With Plum Rain

2007 :: uK :: 17 min :: drama
director Daniel Mulloy :: starring nathalie Press, 
James Wilson, Glenn Doherty

A young boy is trapped in an underground theater. His 
mother is in a tense, possibly abusive, relationship with 
a mysterious “director.” The suspenseful short leaves 
you wondering what’s really happening.

Son

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: with Seniors Shorts Program

2007 :: Germany :: 30 min :: drama
director Julia Maier :: starring Diana Körner, Suzanne 
Geyer, Hermann beyer, Esther von Arx

As the wife of a former politician, Hilde, 65, finds out 
that her husband leaves her nothing but debts when 
he dies. She decides to deal drugs to keep her shared 
apartment with her new friends Marina and Rainer.

Spring Break
US Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2006 :: uS :: 4 min :: Animation
director bum lee
Piano performed by Pei-wei lin

A series of black and white animations inspired by 
“Sports et divertissements,” a collection of piano com-
positions by Erik Satie in 1914. The music’s original 
themes lead into other interpretations of the music.

Sports and Diversions
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: corinthian :: 8:00 PM :: With What Means Motley?

2007 :: Ireland :: 8 min :: drama
director Simon Fitzmaurice :: starring Martin Mc-
cann

The story of a moment in the life of an eighteen-year-
old boy standing on the brink of life and death.

The Sound of People
West Coast Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With My Daughter the Terrorist

2007 :: South Africa :: 42 min :: documentary
director David Gough

Worldwide, more than a billion people live in slums, 
with as many as one million of them in the Kenyan slum 
of Kibera, Africa’s largest such settlement.  Scraping 
together a living, somehow they survive.

Slum Survivors
US Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS/Thailand :: 5 min :: Animation
director Tatchapon lertwirojkul

on a robot planet where  natural life is extinct, a robot 
finds organic life. He wants to save his discovery, but it 
is in the restricted area of the planet. His adventure be-
gins when he risks his safety to save the organic life.

Simulacra
Northern California Premiere

Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 9:40 PM :: With Exile Family Movie

2006 :: Iran/Canada :: 11 min :: drama
director Mohammed Gorjestani :: starring Aryan Atri, 
camyar chai, Joleh chaichian

In a village in central Iran on a hot summer day, a 
young boy sells balloons in hopes of buying ice cream. 
His struggle is paralleled with a man from the city, who 
gets a flat tire, forcing him to search for a way home.

Mohammed Gorjestani in person

The Shade
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Tuesday, March 18 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 PM :: With Behind Forgotten Eyes

2007 :: Malaysia :: 14 min :: drama
director Ai lene :: starring Helen Doreena varuname-
gam, chee Fong Kiaw, Sabera Shaik

A beautiful short film that traces the changes in the 
landscape, hearts and minds of vibrant Malaysia over 
the span of a decade.

Tiffin
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2006 :: uS :: 6 min :: Animation
director J. Zachary Pike

A mockumentary in the guise of a student project 
created by fictional film student, Harvey Stevens. 
Harvey delves into the realm of not-so-fantastic myth 
to interview a troll who lives under a bridge.

The Toll

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 5:00 PM :: With The Yellow House

2006 :: Romania :: 23 min :: drama
director radu Jude :: starring Gabriel Spahiu, Mar-
ian bratu

A boy from a remote Romanian village wakes his father 
up and convinces him to take their immense, ancient 
television to the city to be repaired. Their day-long 
journey brings the father and son together.

The Tube With a Hat

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 7:45 PM :: With Just Like the Son

2006 :: Germany :: 6 min :: Comedy
director Daniel Seideneder :: starring Axel Prahl, 
Frank Scherer, christoph Schmidt

Axel Prahl dreams of making it big in the sausage 
market. Selling sausages turns out to be more difficult 
than expected, so the likeable owner sets his business 
in motion in a slightly unconventional way.

Truck Stop Grill

Thursday, March 20 :: corinthian :: 4:25 PM :: With Every Step You Take

2006 :: uS :: 8 min :: Music Video
director Sue Turner-cray :: starring robert cray, 
Aiden Delgado

A soldier returns home from Iraq to a shattered life 
and harsh realities in this music video featuring a 
performance by the director’s husband, Robert Cray.

Twenty

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Experimental Shorts Program

2006 :: Spain :: 14 min :: drama
director lucas Figueroa :: starring Antonio regueiro, 
Tomas Saez, Mariano vricella

A train and a pursuit. There’s only one way to escape.

Tickets Please

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 PM :: With Love Stories Shorts Program

2006 :: uS :: 18 min :: Romantic Comedy
director Diane lisa Johnson :: starring Danielle Tad-
dei, Adam Hendershott, Jackie Page

A shy mailroom clerk’s life is sent plunging into the 
deep end when she rescues an abandoned love letter 
from the trash can of a mean female executive – and 
decides to reply.

Swimming

Monday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:10 PM :: With One Night in a City

2007 :: Australia/China :: 18 min :: Animation
director Eddie White

Errol, a hungry, stray dog on the streets, stumbles 
across Chinatown while foraging for food. Intoxicated 
by its alluring smells, tastes and exotic culture, Errol 
believes that he has discovered paradise.

Sweet & Sour

Thursday, March 20 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With Off the Grid, Gone

2006 :: uS :: 15 min :: drama
director chris Martini :: starring lorrel Goings, Mar-
vin Goings, Alisa Ennis, Jim Kent, Paul Williams

After a painful divorce, Mathew, an 11-year-old lakota 
Native-American boy, goes out to eat with his father, 
Ray, at an all-white restaurant in rural South dakota 
when all hell breaks loose.

The Stone Child
Northern California Premiere

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 PM :: With Critical Condition

2007 :: uS :: 19 min :: documentary
director roger Weisberg

The film puts a human face on America’s health care 
crisis through the struggles of a family dropped by their 
insurance carrier because of expensive bills related to 
their severely disabled newborn twins.

Uncovered
World Premiere
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Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2007 :: Netherlands :: 13 min :: drama
director ricky rijneke :: starring Winola Wong, Kiem-
lan Tjong, Moon lee Ho

A film about a Chinese girl born in the Western world. 
Wing never saw her homeland, but family stories 
sparked her fascination with China, which her mother 
told her was exactly on the other side of the world.

Wing, The Fish That Talked Back
US Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:50 PM :: With DOL - Valley of the Tambourines

2006 :: Mexico :: 12 min :: drama
director celso Garcia :: starring Tara Parra, vaca lu-
dovika

A woman tries to get back her only companion in life: 
a cow.

The Water and the Milk
Northern California Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 5 min :: Animation
director nicole Mitchell

A fussy zookeeper maintains strict order in his zoo by 
arranging the animals to his liking. His absolute rule 
begins to falter, though, when he encounters a fat little 
penguin; a resident who refuses to be shaped to fit.

Zoologic
Northern California Premiere

Monday, March 17 :: corinthian :: 3:00 PM :: With 99 Days on the Ice

2007 :: 31 min :: documentary
Sudan/Ethiopia/Kenya/El Salvador/lebanon/Greece...
director carlo nero :: starring vanessa redgrave, 
liam neeson, ralph Fiennes, Kofi annan
To mark the 60th anniversary of uNICEF, Vanessa 
Redgrave and her son, Carlo Nero, have produced a 
film celebrating six decades of progress for children 
through the united Nations program.

Wake Up World
West Coast Premiere // Producer Dave Koch in person

Wednesday, March 19 :: Playhouse :: 3:00 PM :: With All About Movies Shorts

2007 :: democratic Republic of Congo/uS :: 14 min
drama :: director bent-Jorgen Perlmutt :: starring 
Stewart lunanga, Freddy Makondo

A puny teenager tries to prove his manhood to his 
once-famous, now-handicapped father by helping him 
smuggle goods over the Congo-Rwanda border.

Les Vulnerables
West Coast Premiere

Saturday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 10:45 AM :: With Animation Shorts Program

2007 :: latvia :: 18 min :: Animation
director Signe baumane

A film about a veterinarian’s broken heart, and how it 
can be healed.

Veterinarian
Northern California Premiere

Friday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 PM :: With Playground Shorts Program

2007 :: uS :: 17 min :: drama
director bryan nest :: starring Andrew burlinson, 
Frank noel, John Dicrosta

A ventriloquist’s relationship with his dummy is strained 
after they lose their job with a vaudeville act. The 
ventriloquist scams farmers for money, to the dummy’s 
dismay, and loses his conscience to continue.

The Vaudevillian
Northern California Premiere

2007 :: uS :: 17 min :: drama
director Myles Price :: starring Jay O. Sanders, Joel 
Swetow, Wally Dunn, bronwen coleman

Sidney Taylor, a successful Wall Street asset manager, 
has always escaped the pain and disappointment of life 
through work, but his estranged best friend and former 
business partner’s death shakes him to his core.

Vartan LLP
Northern California Premiere

join the tiburon film society:
i n f o @ t i b u r o n F i l m F e s t i v a l . c o m  o r  4 1 5 . 3 8 1 . 4 1 2 3

Email or call or chEck out tiburonFilmFEstival.com For morE inFo

Friday, March 14 :: corinthian :: 8:15 PM :: With I Was a Swiss Banker
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Shorts Program Schedule
Experimental Shorts

Short Love Stories

War Not!

• Tickets Please (pg. 47)
• High Maintenance (pg. 40)

• Adults only (pg. 37)
• dreamtime (pg. 39)

• doxology (pg. 39)
• Agnieska 2039 (pg. 37)

• Shum (pg. 46)

March 17   •   Playhouse   •   3:00 pm

• Swimming (pg. 47)
• Michel and odette (pg. 43)

• Her Name (pg. 40)
• Personal Spectator (pg. 44)

March 14   •   Playhouse   •   3:20 pm

• The lie (pg. 42)
• The letter (pg. 42)

• The list (pg. 42)
• Escape From the Fire (p. 39)

March 18   •   Playhouse   •   3:05 pm

• Beyond the Blue (pg. 38)
• Fisheye Fantasea (pg. 39)

• Moby, Strata (pg. 43)

• In Between (pg. 41)
• double Talk (pg. 39)

• Roosters (pg. 45)
• In the Name of the Son (p 41)

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com short Film schedule

Life Dreams

• My Mother (pg. 43)
• Killing Time (pg. 42)
• Negotiations (pg. 43)

• life’s Hard (pg. 42)
• Now Everybody Seems to Be 

Happy (pg. 44)

March 20   •   Playhouse   •   3:00 pm
• +39 (pg. 37)

• Amici (pg. 37)

Playground for Young Adults

• Playground (pg. 47)
• Make A Wish (pg. 43)

• Colours (pg. 38)

• Paul’s Grandpa (pg. 44)
• Wing, the Fish That Talked 

Back (pg. 48)

March 14   •   Playhouse   •   3:10 pm
• The Vaudevillian (pg. 48)

• The Intruder (Sweden; p. 41)
• New Boy (pg. 43)

All About Movies

• Bombay Skies (pg. 38)
• It Snows in Marrakech (p. 41)

• Boot Polish (pg. 38)

• By love (pg. 38)
• les Vulnerables (pg. 48)

March 19   •   Playhouse   •   3:00 pm
• The Satellite dish (pg. 45)

• Piraeus (pg. 44)

Seniors Shorts

• Justin’s lot (pg. 42)
• Mortals (pg. 43)

• Grandma (pg. 40)
• Spring Break (pg. 46)

March 17   •   Playhouse   •   5:00 pm
• Along Came the Rain (p. 37)

• I Hate Musicals (pg. 41)

Music & Dance Shorts

• once upon a Time...Sasha 
and desire (pg. 44)

• Shake off (pg. 46)
• Afternoon of the Chimeras (p. 37)

March 20   •   Playhouse   •   3:05 pm
• Breathe Me (pg. 38)

• The Rain (pg. 45)

World of Animation

• Fetch (pg. 39)
• Mirage (pg. 43)

• Veterinarian (pg. 48)
• Hungry For love (pg. 40)
• The Intruder (uS; pg. 41)

• The Toll (pg. 47)

• Abridged (pg. 37)
• For the Masses (pg. 40)

• Simulacra (pg. 46)
• Shut Eye Hotel (pg. 46)
• The Bellringer (pg. 38)

• lavatory-lovestory (pg. 42)

March 15   •   Playhouse   •   10:45 am
• Zoologic (pg. 48)

• Hold the Mustard (pg. 40)
• last Time in Clerkenwell 

(pg. 42)
• Sports and diversions (p 46)

• PK-Granny (pg. 44)
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Afghanistan
The Italian doctor
Kabul Transit
View From a Grain of Sand

Algeria
The Yellow House

Argentina
3 Americas
Back to the Scene
Now Everybody Seems to Be 
Happy

Australia
Across the Plateau
lucky Miles
Playground
Sweet & Sour
The War on democracy

Austria
Every Step You Take
Exile Family Movie
It Happened Just Before

Belgium
dreamtime
In the Arms of My Enemy
A Perfect Match

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina
Armin
In the Name of the Son

Brazil
After That Ball
Black God, White devil
drained
dotcom
Earth Entranced
Not By Chance
Paired Off
Pixinguinha
Rhapsody of the Absurd
The Samba Poet

Canada
Afternoon of the Chimeras
Colors of Memory
Hold the Mustard
In the Arms of My Enemy
The letter
Moby, Strata
The Shade
Twilight

China
Across the Plateau
little Moth
The longest Night in 
Shanghai
The Red Awn
Soul Carriage
Sweet & Sour
Xiaolin Xiaoli

Chile
Along Came the Rain

Croatia
Armin

Cuba
The Man of Two Havanas

Czech Republic
The Bitch’s diary
little Girl Blue
Marta
one Night in a City

Democratic 
Republic of Congo
les Vulnerables

Denmark
The Italian doctor

Egypt
In the Heliopolis Flat

El Salvador
Wake up World

Ethiopia
Menged
Wake up World

Fiji
Beyond the Blue
Fisheye Fantasea

France
99 days on the Ice
Beyond the Blue
The Faces on the Wall
Fisheye Fantasea
Her Name
In the Arms of My Enemy
Kill the Messenger
Monsieur Max
once upon a Time...Sasha  
        and desire
Plum Rain
The Putin System
River Movie
Roming
Sylvia’s Hometown
Welcome Europa
The Yellow House

Germany
Armin
Colors of Memory
Five to Six
Hotel Very Welcome
I Am the Other Woman
The lie
Motodrom
Paul’s Grandpa
The Putin System
Spring Break
Truck Stop Grill

Greece
Wake up World

Guinea
Clouds Over Conakry

Hungary
dolina
Torn From the Flag

India
Bombay Skies

Guru
Salim Baba

Iran
Colors of Memory
Exile Family Movie
The Faces on the Wall
Iran:  Behind Walls
Security
The Shade
Sound Barrier
unfinished Stories

Iraq
dol - The Valley of   
        Tambourines
Iraqi Kurdistan

Ireland
New Boy
The Sound of People
What Means Motley?

Israel
9 Star Hotel
Piraeus
Shum

Italy
+39
Amici
Ballerina
The Bitch’s diary
Cover-Boy
l’Abuffata
like the Shadow
Refugium Peccatorum
Retreating

Japan
Behind Forgotten Eyes
F**kin’ Runaway
The longest Night in   
        Shanghai

Kenya
Wake up World

Korea
Behind Forgotten Eyes

Kurdistan
dol - The Valley of   
        Tambourines

Latvia
Veterinarian

Lebanon
Falafel
Wake up World

Lithuania
The Putin System

Macedonia
Mirage

Malaysia
Tiffin

Mexico
Julieta
The Water and the Milk

Morocco
By love
Casa
Goodbye Mothers

Netherlands
For a Few Marbles More
Johan
My daughter the Terrorist
Shake Off
Wing, The Fish That Talked  
        Back

Pakistan
Boot Polish

Palestine
9 Star Hotel
Make a Wish

Philippines
Foster Child

Poland
Agnieszka, A dark Symphony  
        of 2039
In Between

Portugal
dotcom

Romania
The Beheaded Rooster
last day of december
life’s Hard
The Tube With a Hat
What Means Motley?

Russia
20 Cigarettes
Inspiring
lavatory-lovestory
The letter

Senegal
River Movie
Roming

Serbia
Tomorrow Morning

Singapore
Colours
Grandma

South Africa
His Big White Self
Slum Survivors
The World unseen

Spain
dotcom
In the City of Sylvia
Killing Time
lucio
Nomadak Tx
Roosters
Tickets Please
Twins for President

Sri Lanka
My daughter the Terrorist

Sudan
Wake up World

Sweden
Adults Only
Apple
The Intruder
The Rain

Switzerland
The Bellringer
double Talk
I Was a Swiss Banker
It Snows in Marrakech
Protestation V

Taiwan
Fission

Thailand
Simulacra

Tibet
dalai lama Renaissance

Turkey
Bliss
International
Iran:  Behind Walls

UK
Agnieszka, A dark Symphony  
        of 2039
Beyond the Blue
The Bitch’s diary
Every Step You Take
Fetch
Fisheye Fantasea
His Big White Self
Hungry For love
My Mother
Ruby Blue
Son
Soul Carriage
The War on democracy
What Means Motley?

Ukraine
The Orange Chronicles

US
3 Americas
Abridged
American Fork
American Soldier
Amici
Bad Boys of Summer
Becoming John Ford
Behind Forgotten Eyes
Bomb It!
Bombay Skies
Breathe Me
The Cake Eaters
Club Soda
Covert Coins
Critical Condition
dalai lama Renaissance
down the Barrel
doxology
The Election
Escape from the Fire
Fission
Five Easy Pieces

www.TiburonFilmFestival.comaround the world in nine days

The Flyboys
For the Masses
Fully Flared
Gandhi at the Bat
Gone
Greetings from the Shore
Heart of a Soul Surfer
Heart & Soul: The life and  
        Music of Frank loesser
Her Best Move
High Maintenance
I Hate Musicals
In the Name of the Son
The Intruder
Iraqi Kurdistan
John Ford / John Wayne: The  
       Filmmaker & The legend
Just like the Son
Justin’s lot
Kabul Transit
lA Blues
last day of december
last Time in Clerkenwell
lines
The list
The lost Wave: An African  
        Surf Story
The Man of Two Havanas
Michel and Odette
Million dollar Salad
Mortals
Negotiations
Nothing But the Truth
off the Grid: life on the Mesa
The Orange Chronicles
Partially True Tales of High  
        Adventure!
PK-Granny
The Pink Panther Strikes  
        Again
Public Enemy: Welcome to  
        the Terrordome
Row Hard, No Excuses
Salim Baba
The Searchers
A Season of Madness
Security
Shut Eye Hotel
Simulacra
Sound Barrier
Spine Tingler! The William  
        Castle Story
Sports and diversions
The Stone Child
Swimming
Take
The Toll
Torn From the Flag
Trantasia
Twenty
uncovered
Vartan llP
The Vaudevillian
les Vulnerables
The War on democracy
Zoologic

Venezuela
The War on democracy
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TICKET/MERCHANDISE INFORMATION

All Films Shown at:
TIBURON PLAYHOUSE THEATER

40 Main Street, Tiburon
and

CorInThIan yaChT Club (CyC)
43 Main Street, Tiburon

The Tiburon Playhouse Theater is located just off Main Street in downtown Tiburon. A 
Mapquest map is available on the festival website for your convenience.

From North or South u.S. 101, take the Tiburon/E. Blithedale exit. From South 101 turn left. From North 
101, turn right. Go east on Tiburon Blvd. Take Tiburon Blvd. into Tiburon to Main Street.

public transportation
For information regarding public transportation, please contact Golden Gate Transit at 

415.923.2000 and Blue & Gold Fleet Ferries at 415.773.1188 or at www.blueandgoldfleet.
com for ferry schedules and fares.

TICKETS
It's easy to get your tickets to this year's TIFF. Tickets are now on sale, and tickets will be 
available for purchase as follows:
•  TIFF website 24 hours a day at www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
•  Festival office at 1680 Tiburon blvd.
•  In-person at the Playhouse Theater Box office on the day of the show.
•  By phone – 415.789.8854.
*Special ticketing arrangements for our handicapped guests can be made upon request.

Playhouse
Theater

Tiburon Blvd.

Ma
in 

St
.

TIburOn, cA

Visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com for all information about the Festival and its films, 
including an online version of the schedule, or stop by our office at 1680 Tiburon blvd.

Please note:
•  When ordering, be sure to select your films carefully. all sales are final. Tickets are non-
refundable and cannot be exchanged.
•  Will call:  
     – pick up tickets in advance at the Festival office:  1680 Tiburon blvd.
     – On the day of the screening at the Theater.
•  The TIFF is not responsible for lost, stolen, damaged, or forgotten tickets.
•  All tickets are sold on a first-come, first-serve basis.
charges and Fees:
•  TicketWeb charges its own processing fee that is unrelated to the TIFF.
•  A $25 fee is charged for each returned check.

IMPORTANT TICKET INFORMATION

FIlm TITle / TIFF merChanDIse

Please print legibly

NAME

AddRESS

CITY     STATE  ZIP CodE

PHoNE   EMAIl

DaTe/sIZe QuanTITy TOTAl PrIcE

Total

T I C K E T  P R I C E S
All-Access Pass $750    •    Film Fast Pass $500

Regular Admission $10
Seniors (60 & over) $7  •  Children (12 & under) $7  •  Students (with I.d.) $7

Send check or money order to:
Tiburon International Film Festival

1680 Tiburon blvd., Tiburon, cA 94920

info@TiburonFilmFestival.com

To order Tickets by phone:
415.789.8854

MERCHANDISE PRICES
TIFF T-Shirts $15   •   TIFF Hats $15
TIFF Posters $5   •   TIFF Mugs $8

Shipping & Handling $3

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com tiFF inFo/order Form

CYC
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+39, 37
20 Cigarettes, 19
3 Americas, 19
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Abridged, 37
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B
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Bellringer, The, 38
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Bomb It!, 21
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Breathe Me, 38
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C
Cake Eaters, The, 21
Casa, 38
Clouds Over Conakry, 21
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Colors of Memory, 22
Colours, 38
Cover Boy: The last Revolution, 22
Covert Coins, 39
Critical Condition, 22

D
dalai lama Renaissance, 22
dol - The Valley of Tambourines, 22
dolina, 22
dotcom, 23
double Talk, 39
down the Barrel, 23
doxology, 39
drained, 23
dreamtime, 39

E
Earth Entranced, 23
Election, The, 39
Escape from the Fire, 39
Every Step You Take, 23
Exile Family Movie, 23

F
Faces on the Wall, The, 24
Falafel, 24
Fetch, 39
Fisheye Fantasea, 39
Fission, 39
Five Easy Pieces, 24
Five to Six, 39
Flyboys, The, 24
For a Few Marbles More, 40
For the Masses, 40
Foster Child, 24
F**kin’ Runaway, 24
Fully Flared, 25

G
Gandhi at the Bat, 40
Gone, 40
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Grandma, 40
Greetings from the Shore, 25
Guru, 25

H
Heart & Soul: The life and Music of 
        Frank loesser, 25
Heart of a Soul Surfer, 40
Her Best Move, 25
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High Maintenance, 40
His Big White Self, 26
Hold the Mustard, 40
Hotel Very Welcome, 26
Hungry For love, 40

I
I Am the Other Woman, 26
I Hate Musicals, 41
I Was a Swiss Banker, 26
In Between, 41
In the Arms of My Enemy, 26
In the City of Sylvia, 26
In the Heliopolis Flat, 27
In the Name of the Son, 41
Inspiring, 27
International, 27
Intruder, The, 41
Intruder, The, 41
Iran:  Behind Walls, 41
Iraqi Kurdistan, 41
It Happened Just Before, 27
It Snows in Marrakech, 41
Italian doctor, The, 41

J
Johan, 27
John Ford / John Wayne: The Filmmaker &  
        The legend, 27
Julieta, 41
Just like the Son, 28
Justin’s lot, 42

K
Kabul Transit, 28
Kill the Messenger, 28
Killing Time, 42

L
l’Abuffata, 28

lA Blues, 28
last day of december, 42
last Time in Clerkenwell, 42
lavatory-lovestory, 42
letter, The, 42
lie, The, 42
life’s Hard, 42
like the Shadow, 28
lines, 29
list, The, 42
little Girl Blue, 29
little Moth, 29
longest Night in Shanghai, The, 29
lost Wave: An African Surf Story, The, 29
lucio, 29
lucky Miles, 30

M
Make a Wish 42
Man of Two Havanas, The, 30
Marta, 30
Menged, 43
Michel and odette, 43
Million dollar Salad, 43
Mirage, 43
Moby, Strata, 43
Monsieur Max, 30
Mortals, 43
Motodrom, 43
My daughter the Terrorist, 30
My Mother, 43

N
Negotiations, 43
New Boy, 43
Nomadak Tx, 30
Not By Chance, 31
Nothing But the Truth, 31
Now Everybody Seems to Be Happy, 44

O
off the Grid: life on the Mesa, 31
once upon a Time...Sasha and desire, 44
one Night in a City, 31
orange Chronicles, The, 31

P
Paired off, 44
Partially True Tales of High Adventure!, 44
Paul’s Grandpa, 44
Perfect Match, A, 31
Personal Spectator, 44
Piraeus, 44
Pixinguinha, 44
PK-Granny, 44
Playground, 44
Pink Panther Strikes Again, The, 32
Plum Rain, 32
Protestation V, 45
Public Enemy: Welcome to the Terrordome, 32
Putin System, The, 32

R
Rain, The, 45
Red Awn, The, 32
Refugium Peccatorum, 45
Retreating, 45
Rhapsody of the Absurd, 45
River Movie, 32
Roming, 33

Roosters, 45
Row Hard, No Excuses, 33
Ruby Blue, 33

S
Salim Baba, 45
Samba Poet, The, 33
Satellite dish, The, 45
Searchers, The, 33
Season of Madness, A, 45
Security, 45
Shade, The, 46
Shake off, 46
Shum, 46
Shut Eye Hotel, 46
Simulacra, 46
Slum Survivors, 46
Son, 46
Soul Carriage, 33
Sound Barrier, 34
Sound of People, The, 46
Spine Tingler! The William Castle Story, 34
Sports and diversions, 46
Spring Break, 46
Stone Child, The, 47
Sweet & Sour, 47
Swimming, 47

T
Take, 34
Tickets Please, 47
Tiffin, 47
Toll, The, 47
Tomorrow Morning, 34
Torn From the Flag, 34
Trantasia, 34
Truck Stop Grill, 47
Tube With a Hat, The, 47
Twenty, 47
Twilight, 35
Twins for President, 35

U
uncovered, 47
unfinished Stories, 35

V
Vartan llP, 48
Vaudevillian, The, 48
Veterinarian, 48
View From a Grain of Sand, 35
Vulnerables, les, 48

W
Wake up World, 48
War on democracy, The, 35
Water and the Milk, The, 48
Welcome Europa, 35
What Means Motley?, 36
Wing, The Fish That Talked Back, 48
World unseen, The, 36

X
Xiaolin Xiaoli, 36

Y
Yellow House, The, 36

Z
Zoologic, 48

www.TiburonFilmFestival.comindex
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Kambiz (Kam) Shadan, P.E.
President
Phone: (415) 384-0822, Ext. 3505
Fax: (415) 384-0855
www.gfpdc.com
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